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ABSTRACT
DECEPTION IN ADVERTISING:
A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE LEGAL PARAMETERS OF DECEPTION
E. Carla Mitchell 
Old Dominion University, 2002 
Director, Earl D. Honeycutt, Jr.
One of the primary attributes of a free market economy is the uninhibited flow of truthful 
information regarding the goods and services available in the marketplace (Azcuenaga 1995). 
This free flow of information, in the form of advertising, enhances market performance by 
informing consumers and enabling firms to compete equitably based on the attributes of their 
offerings. Studies reveal that, for the vast majority of marketing managers, the regulatory 
environment serves as the primary influence in advertising strategy development and decision­
making (Davis 1994). However, in their theory development, behavioral researchers often 
ignore the legal aspects promulgated by the FTC. Furthermore, ambiguity in the FTC’s 
guidelines regarding deception in advertising continues to impede advertisers in their ability to 
reduce the possibility of potentially deceptive advertising claims (Owen and Plyler 1991; Preston 
1992; Davis 1994). Such ambiguity can cause potentially deceptive advertising claims to be 
presented by marketing mangers even though these managers believe that they are in full 
compliance with the law.
A review of the marketing literature reveals two apparent gaps that this study seeks to fill. 
These two gaps are: (1) research regarding deceptive advertising has been narrowly focused and
(2) no comprehensive case research detailing recent FTC decisions exists in the marketing 
literature. This study addresses the first gap in the literature by analyzing the legal parameters 
associated with multiple dimensions of deception in advertising. This research addresses the
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second gap in the literature by conducting a comprehensive analysis of recent FTC decisions 
rendered.
The complete set of 299 administrative decisions, recorded in published volumes of 
Federal Trade Commission Decisions from 1990 through 1998, was examined. Using content 
analysis methodology, a number of the legal parameters involved in FTC decisions were 
analyzed. The results of this analysis revealed: (1) that, when faced with FTC litigation, the vast 
majority of advertisers enter into consent agreements (choose not to defend themselves); (2) that 
certain types of implied claims (Preston 1977) vary (a) according to the type of internal evidence 
presented by the FTC, and (b) according to the industry category included; and (3) that the 
severity of FTC orders varies (a) according to the existence of multiple implied claims, and (b) 
according to the type of industry involved.
This study has expanded the existing research by providing insight regarding the legal 
parameters associated with three dimensions of deception in advertising: (1) evidence of 
deception; (2) implied advertising claims; and (3) regulatory predictability. Based on the 
research findings, this study offers an updated typology of relevant implied claims.
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DECEPTION IN ADVERTISING;
A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE LEGAL PARAMETERS OF
DECEPTION
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF STUDY
Advertisements contain the only truth to he relied on in a newspaper.
Thomas Jefferson
Advertising is legalized lying.
- H.G. Wells
INTRODUCTION
One of the primary attributes of a free market economy is the uninhibited flow of truthful 
information regarding the goods and services available in the marketplace (Azcuenaga 1995). 
According to the U.S. Supreme Court: “the free flow of commercial information is indispensable 
to the proper allocation of resources in a free enterprise system because it informs the numerous 
private decisions that drive the system” (Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens 
Consumer Council, Inc. 1976, at 765). This free flow of information, in the form of advertising, 
enhances market performance by informing consumers and enabling firms to compete equitably 
based on the attributes of their offerings. Also, the uninhibited flow of information in the 
marketplace advances the diffusion of innovation, and thereby, enhances the innovative activity of 
firms. Advertising greatly impacts consumers’ lives by providing essential information to assist in 
the evaluation of goods and services in the purchase decision-making process (Davis 1994). 
Hence, advertising that provides truthful detailed product information as well as advertising that 
discourages detrimental behavior (drug use, drunk driving, etc.) enhances market performance 
(Attas 1999; Azcuenaga 1995). Through the free flow of information, it is believed that
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unwanted products will cease to exist in the marketplace, and prices will stabilize (Attas 1999; 
Azcuenaga 1995; Davis 1994).
Consequently, misleading, deceptive and/or false advertising claims, which infiltrate the market 
with imperfect information, can result in misinformed purchase decisions often to the detriment of 
reasonable consumers. By violating the principle of free flow of truthful information, deception1 
in advertising inhibits the consumer’s ability to make informed purchase decisions, and adversely 
affects market performance (Azcuenaga 1995; Davis 1994). Market forces will usually correct 
for consumer dissatisfaction in certain categories of products, provided that the ordinary 
consumer is able to evaluate the products’ performance. For instance, products whose attributes 
fail to meet consumer expectations will suffer in the long run from lack of repeat purchases. 
However, for many types of products, such as medical devices, nonprescription drugs, and fire 
safety, assessment of product performance by ordinary consumers is difficult, and thus, consumer 
dissatisfaction cannot be corrected by market forces alone. Therefore, government regulation of 
deception in advertising enhances market performance since regulations protect the free flow of 
truthful information in the marketplace and increase the consumer’s ability to make informed 
purchase decisions (Azcuenaga 1995).
THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT AND ADVERTISING
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is the only federal agency that possesses legal 
jurisdiction over consumer protection as well as protection of competition for sectors of the US 
economy. Even though the Federal Trade Commission was created by Congress in 1914 as an 
antidote for antitrust litigation and dissatisfaction with the Sherman Anti-Trust Law; nonetheless, 
it was given authority under Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act to prohibit
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“unfair methods of competition in commerce.” As a result, the FTC has sought to enforce 
honesty in competition (Alexander 1967; Cohen 1974). Furthermore, the Wheeler-Lea Act of 
1938 amended Section 5 and increased the FTC’s authority to include the elimination of “unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices in commerce” (Cohen 1974, p. 8). Hence, the critical statement of 
Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act reads as follows:
“Unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices in or affecting commerce, are declared unlawful.” (15 U.S.C. 45 (a)(1))
More specifically, pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission (1983), all deceptive advertising 
litigation includes the following three elements:
(1) there is a representation, omission, or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer;
(2) the consumer acts reasonably under the circumstances; and
(3) the representation, omission, or practice is material.
These three elements constitute the regulatory definition of deception in advertising, and each of 
these elements is further detailed in the second chapter of this study.
For the fiscal year end 2002, the FTC’s budgeted resources for identifying and preventing 
deceptive advertising in the marketplace exceeds $ 82 million annually (FTC 2001). The legal 
system in the United States recognizes that advertising plays a crucial and indispensable role in 
ensuring that consumers possess the ability to make informed purchase decisions based on 
information which they receive via advertisements concerning products and services. The ruling 
issued by the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Kraft, Inc. v. FTC (1993) states that the 
Commission may utilize its own “reasoned analysis” in determining the context of an advertising
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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claim. This ruling illustrates the extensiveness of the Federal Trade Commission’s discretion in 
deciding whether an advertisement is deceptive.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The issue of deceptiveness in advertising is far from new. That is, claims made over a hundred 
years ago concerning the attributes of such products as medicinal remedies were, according to 
today’s standards, beyond deceitful. On the surface, the issue of deception in advertising would 
appear to be clear-cut. Deceptive advertising is only economically beneficial to the business 
enterprise that is not concerned with the repeat customer (Dillon 1973). Hence, advertisers need 
only follow governmental regulations regarding deceptive advertising in order to avoid problems. 
However, as the literature reveals, not only the issue, but even the definition of deception in 
advertising is in reality quite far from clear. For example, advertisements make both explicit 
(literal statements) and implicit (implied representations) claims (Preston 1994). Because explicit 
or express claims are literal statements, deception in explicit claims is usually easily determined. 
However, because implicit claims are more a function of the consumer’s cognitive structure, 
deception in implicit claims is more difficult for consumers, advertisers, and/or regulators to 
assess.
Since express claims unequivocally state the representation made, the actual claim itself 
establishes the meaning (Coca-Cola v. Tropicana Products, Inc 1982). In other words, unlike 
cases involving implied claims, when an express claim can be shown to be literally false then 
consumer reaction to the claim is usually not an issue. Conversely, implied claims range on a 
continuum (Figure 1) from those that are “virtually synonymous with an express claim” to those
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that use “language that relatively few consumers would interpret as making a particular 
representation” {Thompson Medical Co. 1984).
FIGURE 1 
Continuum of Implicit Advertising Claims
Continuum of Implied Representations) made in an Advertising Claim
No Implied Virtually a Literal Statement
Representation / Synonymous with an
Exists Express Claim
Implied claims, as opposed to literal statements, refer to claims that convey false impressions 
and/or are misleading in context. Hence, the FTC’s assessment of whether an implied claim is 
made by the advertiser must begin with the advertisement itself. In determining deception in 
implicit claims, the FTC examines the advertisement as a whole (not isolated excerpts) in order to 
assess the “net general impression” conveyed to the consumer by the advertisement (FTC 1983). 
Examination of certain factors: such as the placement of various phrases in the ad; the nature of 
the representation made; and the nature of the transaction; assist the FTC in determining the 
meaning derived from an implied claim (FTC 1983). When the FTC concludes with confidence 
through a surface examination of the ad that there is an implied false claim, then an examination of 
the ad will be sufficient (FTC 1983). That is, the FTC will rely on its own reasoned analysis and
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interpretation in deciding whether the implied claim is deceptive. However, in cases where a 
surface examination of the ad is insufficient to determine the existence of an implicit claim, then 
the FTC will refer to extrinsic (external) evidence in order to determine if a reasonable consumer 
would reach the implied claim (FTC 1983). Examples of extrinsic evidence include the testimony 
of expert witnesses, generally accepted principles of marketing, dictionary definitions, market 
research studies, consumer surveys or any other reliable evidence of consumer (behavioral) 
interpretation. A more detailed discussion of extrinsic evidence, the nature of implications, and a 
typology of implied claims is offered later in this study.
Under the current regulatory standards, an implied advertising claim may be found to be 
deceptive by the FTC in cases where no intent to deceive exists on the part of the advertiser. The 
legal boundaries for deception, as well as the scope of the FTC’s authority, remain broad. 
According to the FTC’s most recent Policy Statement on Deception (1983), an advertising claim 
can be deemed deceptive according to its likelihood to mislead, and hence, proof that consumers 
were actually deceived is not required. The FTC uses deceptiveness as the legal criterion, and 
hence, from a regulatory perspective, deceptiveness is a separate and distinct concept from 
deception (Richards 1990; Wright 1995). According to the legal boundaries, deceptiveness exists 
when an advertising claim possesses the capacity to deceive, and proof of actual deception is not 
necessary (Richards 1990; Wright 1995). Therefore, since implied claims are a function of 
consumer perception and because neither intent nor actual deception is a necessary prerequisite 
for an FTC ruling of deception, marketing managers need to be knowledgeable regarding the 
regulatory boundaries of deception in advertising. However, due to the lack of consistency as 
well as the ambiguity inherent in the FTC’s guidelines regarding deception in advertising, ensuring
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that an advertising message meets legal standards can be difficult for marketing managers (Owen 
and Plyler 1991; Preston 1992; Davis 1994).
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
Studies reveal that, for the vast majority of marketing managers, the regulatory environment 
serves as the primary influence in advertising strategy development and decision-making (Davis 
1994). While the goal of the FTC is to detect deceptive claims in advertising, the goal of 
behavioral researchers is to determine why advertising claims deceive (Richards 1990). Thereby, 
in their theory development, behavioral researchers often ignore the legal aspects promulgated by 
the FTC. The FTC’s scrutiny of implied claims and the FTC’s use of external evidence to prove 
deception in implied claims has steadily increased (Owen and Plyler 1991). However, ambiguity 
in the FTC’s guidelines regarding deception in advertising continues to impede advertisers in their 
ability to reduce the possibility of potentially deceptive advertising claims (Owen and Plyler 1991; 
Preston 1992; Davis 1994). For instance, the FTC has never issued official guidelines that 
articulate the proper use of evidence in deceptive advertising cases. Such ambiguity can cause 
potentially deceptive advertising claims to be presented by marketing mangers even though these 
managers believe that they are in lull compliance with the law.
The purpose of this study, therefore, is to gain insight into the regulatory predictability of 
deception in advertising through a comprehensive analysis of the legal parameters involved in 
FTC decisions, including the FTC’s methodology for interpreting implied advertising claims. A 
primary goal of this study is to gain a clearer understanding of how to identify and interpret 
deception in advertising. The goals of this study include seeking answers to the following 
research questions: (1) What types of evidence does the Commission use to prove deception in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
FTC decisions rendered? (2) What types of evidence do respondents (advertisers) offer as defense 
against FTC allegations? (3) What types of methodology does the FTC use most often in the 
interpretation of implied advertising claims? (4) Is there a relationship between the type of implied 
claim and the type of FTC order rendered? (5) Is there a relationship between the type of 
advertising media involved and the type of FTC order cited? and (6) Is there a relationship 
between the type of industry involved and the type of FTC order rendered?
There are four objectives of this study. The first objective is to identify the legal parameters of 
deception in advertising by examining the frequency and the types of evidence used by both the 
Commission and the advertiser (respondent) in FTC decisions rendered. This study will be 
operationalized by conducting a content analysis of the data gathered through an examination of 
the decisions rendered by the Federal Trade Commission from 1990 through 1998. The second 
objective of this study is to identify the FTC’s methods of ad interpretation for implied claims 
based upon the information provided in the FTC’s decisions and relying on a typology of implied 
claims developed in the literature. The third objective of this study is to determine regulatory 
predictability regarding deception in advertising based on factors inherent in each case such as the 
type of industry involved, the type of implied claim, and the type of external evidence used. The 
fourth, and final, objective of this study is to develop an empirically supported model to assist 
marketing managers in: (1) identifying potentially deceptive advertising claims, (2) preventing 
deception in advertising claims, and (3) defending against FTC litigation.
Given that the FTC has failed to define and articulate detailed, objective guidelines regarding 
the Commission’s methods of advertising claim interpretation, a comprehensive analysis of FTC 
decisions rendered is the best method available to attain an accurate understanding of the legal 
boundaries of deception. Researchers and marketing managers must comprehend the legal
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boundaries of deception in advertising since “the game is always played” in the regulatory arena 
(Richards 1988; Preston 1982, cited in Richards 1988, p. 6)
CONTRIBUTIONS TO MARKETING THEORY AND PRACTICE
Gardner (1975) argues that the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) “nor anyone else” appears 
to possess a clear understanding of deceptive advertising as based on any theoretical model 
supported by reliable research. The study of regulation in advertising has implications for 
marketing managers, public policy makers, behavioral researchers, and consumers. Owen and 
Plyler (1991, p. 7) argue that “there is still a dearth of information about how the Commission 
interprets an advertisement.” Furthermore, the use of detailed, objective, formal guidelines for 
interpreting and identifying deception in advertising can assist marketing mangers in identifying 
potentially deceptive advertising claims (Owen and Plyler 1991; Davis 1994). However, since the 
FTC has failed to issue such detailed guidelines, a comprehensive examination of decisions 
rendered can assist marketing managers in understanding the legal boundaries of deception and 
can provide a model to reduce the incidence of potentially deceptive advertising claims.
THE RELEVANCY OF THE TOPIC OF DECEPTION IN ADVERTISING
Gardner (1975, p. 46) states: “It is also apparent that as advertisers learn more about 
deception, they will learn more about the process by which consumers process advertising 
information.” That is, an understanding o f  the methods by which consumers process advertising 
information will lead, not only to fewer deceptive advertisements, but to more effective 
advertising practices as well (Gardner 1975). Advertising expenditures in the U.S. exceed $ 60 
billion annually (Advertising Age 2000). As this dissertation will demonstrate, the disciplines of
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marketing, consumer behavior, public policy, and business ethics are each affected by the issues 
associated with deception in advertising. For instance, Davis (1994) finds that legal 
considerations, rather than ethical considerations, serve as the primary influence for the vast 
majority of marketing managers in their advertising strategy development and decision making.
The study of regulation in advertising is an area of importance for marketing managers. An 
investigation by the FTC can be initiated in response to letters of complaint from consumers or 
businesses, Congressional inquiries, or articles on consumer or economic issues. The FTC can 
initiate enforcement action following its initial investigation if the Commission finds a “reason to 
believe” that a violation of the law has occurred. The FTC can enforce consumer protection law 
through both administrative and judicial processes. When there exists a reason to believe that a 
violation of law has occurred, the Commission may issue a complaint detailing its charges. If the 
advertiser (respondent) decides to settle the charges, it may agree to voluntary compliance by 
entering into a consent order with the Commission. In a consent order, the advertiser need not 
admit any violation of the law; however, the advertiser must agree to cease the disputed 
advertising practice outlined in the FTC’s complaint and waive all right to judicial review. When 
the advertiser decides to contest the charges, the FTC will issue an administrative complaint. An 
administrative complaint results in a formal proceeding adjudicated by an administrative law 
judge. An administrative complaint is similar to a court trial where testimony, evidence, and 
witnesses are presented on behalf of both the advertiser (respondent) and the FTC.
If the initial decision rendered by the administrative law judge finds that a violation of law has 
occurred, the FTC can issue a cease and desist order, consumer redress, corrective advertisings or 
other appropriate injunctive relief. An initial decision rendered by an administrative law judge can 
be appealed to the full Commission. Final decisions rendered by the Commission can be appealed
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to the U.S. Court of Appeals and finally to the U.S. Supreme Court. Violation of FTC orders can 
result in civil penalties up to $ 11,000 per violation, mandatory injunctions, and further equitable 
relief. Finally, the FTC can issue Trade Regulation Rules if evidence of unfair or deceptive acts or 
practices is found on an industry-wide basis. These rules have the force of law, and the 
Commission can assess civil penalties up to $ 11,000 per violation.
According to the decisions rendered in recent court cases, the consequences of adjudication 
can be quite costly and extremely time consuming for the advertiser. Specifically, cases 
adjudicated under the Federal Trade Commission Act may result in injunctive relief in the form 
of: cease and desist orders, imposed orders of affirmative disclosure, orders of consumer redress, 
corrective advertising orders, and/or stringent record keeping requirements that may extend up to 
ten years. Additionally, cases litigated under Section 43(a) of the Lanham Trademark Act are 
subject to damages due to lost sales for competitors as well as injunctive relief for false 
advertising practices. Thus, the results of litigation can be quite costly to the advertiser in many 
ways. Cease and desist orders require the removal of advertisements, to which the firm has often 
devoted a great deal of its resources. Corrective advertisements imposed as a result of litigation 
can result in negative goodwill for the particular advertiser. Also, stringent record keeping 
requirements can be costly, and the costs associated with defending such litigation are high. That 
is, the development of extrinsic evidence such as consumer surveys and expert witness testimony 
are costly defense mechanisms for the firm. One of the most costly remedies for advertisers is an 
order by the FTC for consumer redress. In essence, as a mandatory injunction (as opposed to a 
mere cease and desist order), consumer redress can range from an order directing replacement of 
products to the issuance of full refunds. Consumer redress can and does cost advertisers millions. 
For instance, in 1999, American TelNet, one of the largest providers of audio entertainment
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services, agreed to provide over $39 million in redress to consumers for failing to properly 
disclose price information in advertising its 900-number services.
ORGANIZATION OF THIS DISSERTATION
A discussion of the legislative background as well as a review of the relevant theoretical and 
empirical literature is provided in chapter two. Chapter two includes research questions and the 
formal hypotheses development. Chapter three details the research methodology employed in this 
study. Proposed data collection and analyses are also included in chapter three. Analyses of the 
data collected and the results of the hypotheses tested are presented in chapter four. Finally, 
chapter five discusses the relevant findings of this study, the limitations, conclusions, and 
implications and recommendations for future research.
1 In the literature, the terms “deceptive” and “false” are often used interchangeably in regard to advertising claims. 
However, the term “false” by definition refers to claims that are explicitly or literally false. It is quite possible for 
an advertising claim to be explicitly true, and yet produce or imply false meanings (Preston 1994). Also, the term 
“misleading advertising” is sometimes used in the literature, and the term “misleading” is often quoted in the 
literature by researchers, as well as by the Federal Trade Commission, as being a critical component o f  the 
definition of deception in advertising. Since the legal criterion is deceptiveness, not falsity, for purposes of this 
discussion, the term “deceptive advertising” is used.
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CHAPTER TWO: LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
It is worth recognizing that the advertising man in some respects is as much a brain alterer as is 
the brain surgeon, but his tools and instruments are different.
- Advertising Age (1957)
Chapter two begins with a brief explanation of the legislative background regarding 
deceptive advertising by discussing Federal Trade Commission policy related to this topic. Both 
the significant role and the visibility of advertising in the US economy cause it to be a prime 
focus of government regulation (Abemethy and Franke 1998). In that the empirical analyses 
included in this study are based on the elements involved in recent decisions rendered by the 
FTC, a discussion of the legislative policy is paramount to an understanding of the legal 
parameters of deceptive advertising.
An analysis of the literature reveals that there are numerous aspects associated with the topic 
of deception in advertising. In order to organize the many sub-areas associated with this topic, 
chapter two provides a classification scheme that separates the relevant deceptive advertising 
literature into six categories (Exhibit 1, Tables A-F). The literature is then discussed according 
to its placement in this classification scheme. Lastly, chapter two discusses hypotheses 
development, and relationships between the hypotheses included in this study and the existing 
literature are detailed.
LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND
Government regulation of advertising may be viewed in positive light since such oversight
protects the free flow of truthful information in the marketplace and enhances the consumer’s
ability to make informed purchase decisions (Azcuenaga 1995). The Federal Trade Commission
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is the only federal agency that possesses legal jurisdiction over consumer protection, as well as 
protection of competition, for sectors of the US economy. Even though the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) was created by Congress in 1914 as an antidote for antitrust litigation and 
dissatisfaction with the Sherman Anti-Trust Law; nonetheless, it was given authority under 
Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act to prohibit “unfair methods of competition in 
commerce.” As a result, the FTC has sought to enforce honesty in competition (Alexander 1967; 
Cohen 1974). The Wheeler-Lea Act of 1938 amended Section 5 and increased the FTC’s 
authority to include the elimination of “unfair or deceptive actions or practices in commerce” 
(Cohen 1974, p. 8). Hence, the critical statement of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act reads as follows:
“Unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive 
acts or practices in or affecting commerce, are declared unlawful.” (15 U.S.C. 45 (a)(1))
The task of the FTC is to protect the public interest by eliminating unfair trade practices 
before there is injury to the public, in whole or in part (Richards and Preston 1992). From its 
inception until 1972, the FTC mainly devoted its energy to the elimination of advertising 
claims/practices that were deemed to be deceptive. However, in 1972, the Supreme Court 
concluded that the consumer, the merchant, and the manufacturer should each be protected from 
“unfair” trade practices as well as deceptive trade practices (FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co 
(1972); Cohen 1974). This decision reinforced the FTC’s authority; and resulted in the 
Commission’s ability to eliminate a trade/advertising practice based on its “unfairness” to 
consumers, without having to prove deception. According to the Supreme Court, unfairness to 
consumers, unlike deception, may stretch beyond questions of fact and include public values.
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Originally, the Commission had the authority to eliminate a trade practice based on its 
“capacity or tendency” to deceive (Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. FTC 1919). In 1983, the capacity 
or tendency to deceive standard was changed to “likely” to deceive (Cliffdale Associates, Inc. 
1984). The rewording under this decision requires that the FTC attain a higher standard of proof 
when determining deception. However, the Commission’s standards for eliminating deceptive 
advertisements do not require proof of intent on behalf of the advertiser (FTC v. Balme 1928). 
Cases where it can be proven that the advertiser possessed knowledge or intent of the falsity of 
the claim are categorized by the FTC as advertising fraud. Also, the Commission’s standards 
may apply to cases where consumer behavior in general, as opposed solely to consumer 
purchasing behavior, is likely to be affected by a deceptive advertising claim (Bockenstette v. 
FTC 1943).
An advertising claim may be regulated “where omitted information leads to deceptiveness” 
(FTC v. Royal Milling Co. 1932; Richards and Preston 1992, p. 47). Disclosure requirements 
refer to the proverbial “small print” often used by advertisers to offset deception in an 
advertisement via the inclusion of qualifying information. Where the deceptive statement is 
more noticeable than the disclosure, whether intentionally or unintentionally, then the 
advertisement may still be deemed to be deceptive by the FTC (Fueroghne 1989). For example, 
in Double Eagle Lubricants Inc. v. FTC (1965), the court found that disclosure information 
revealing that the product was re-refined from previously used oil was insufficient to overcome a 
ruling of deception. In this case, the disclosure statement revealing that the oil was re-refined 
was printed on the side of the can. The trade name of the product was placed on the front of the 
can, and cans were aligned on shelves such that the trade name faced the consumer. The court 
ruled that the labeling practice was deceptive. While Double Eagle had made a disclosure, the
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disclosure was not sufficient to avoid a “misinformed purchase” (Fueroghne 1989). Moreover, 
this ruling was determined even though Double Eagle provided witnesses who testified that the 
labeling practice did not deceive them. The court stated that: “Evidence of deception is not 
necessary where the exhibits themselves sufficiently demonstrate their capacity to deceive” 
(Fueroghne 1989, p.48).
REGULATORY DEFINITION: THE LEGAL PARAMETERS OF DECEPTION
Paramount to understanding the literature relating to deception in advertising is an
understanding of the legal parameters of deceptive advertising. While the issue of deception in 
advertising has been formalized since the creation of the Federal Trade Commission in 1914, this 
issue does not truly gain attention in the literature until the late 1960s and early 1970s. It is 
during this same time period that the era of consumerism began, and the FTC became more 
aggressive towards eliminating deceptive, as well as, unfair advertising practices (Wilkes and 
Wilcox 1974).
The FTC’s rulings make it clear that certain elements exist in all deceptive advertising 
decisions. The FTC may eliminate an advertising practice according to its likelihood to mislead 
{Cliffdale Associates, Inc. 1984). More specifically, pursuant to the FTC (1983), the following 
three elements undergird all deceptive advertising litigation:
(1) there is a representation, omission, or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer;
(2) the consumer acts reasonably under the circumstances; and
(3) the representation, omission, or practice is a “materiar one.
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Likely to Mislead
As provided in the first legal parameter, the key issue is whether the advertising act or 
practice is likely to mislead, not whether it causes actual deception. In litigation involving claims 
that are literally false (express claims), the representation itself will normally be utilized by the 
Commission to establish meaning (Coca-Cola v. Tropicana Products, Inc. 1982). That is, if it 
can be shown that an express claim is literally false, then in most cases consumer reaction to the 
claim will not be an issue with the Commission (Abbott Laboratories v. Mead Johnson & Co. 
1992). In litigation involving claims which convey false impressions or are misleading in 
context (implicit claims), the representation itself as well as any extrinsic evidence that 
reasonable consumers reach the implied claims will be “carefully” considered by the 
Commission (Johnson & Johnson Merck Consumer Pharmaceutical Co. v. SmithKline 
Beecham Corp. 1992). Examples of extrinsic evidence include: consumer surveys, expert 
witness testimony, copy tests, and direct consumer testimony. Also, in addition to 
representations, the omission of material information that results in a misleading claim or 
practice constitutes deception.
Reasonable Consumer
The second legal parameter of deception, according to the FTC, involves a representation, 
omission or practice that is likely to mislead the reasonable consumer under the circumstances 
(Federal Trade Commission 1983). In applying the reasonable consumer standard, the 
Commission has evaluated claims based on such criteria as the perspective of the “average 
listener” (Warner-Lambert 1978) and the “net impression” made upon the “general populace” 
(Grolier 1978/ Omission cases are no different in that the Commission analyzes the failure to
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disclose material information from the perspective of the “typical buyer” {Simeon Management 
1976). When an advertising claim is aimed at a specific group, the Commission analyzes the 
effect of the claim on a reasonable member of that group. According to the Supreme Court, the 
“legal sophistication” of the audience to which an advertisement is directed will be considered in 
determining deception (Bates v. Arizona 1977). That is, a claim will be evaluated based on the 
perspective of an ordinary member of the group to which the advertisement is directed. In 
general, the Commission will not pursue claims that involve obviously exaggerated information 
since the reasonable consumer would not be deceived or take the claim seriously {Pfizer, Inc. 
(1972)). Also, certain subjective claims involving taste, feel, and/or smell are not generally 
pursued by the Commission since these types of claims are unlikely to mislead consumers acting 
reasonably.
Materiality
The third legal parameter of deception is materiality. In order for deception to exist, a 
representation, omission or practice must be material. In this context, materiality refers to the 
advertisement’s ability to affect a consumer’s “choice of or conduct regarding a product.” 
{Volkswagen of America (1982); Federal Trade Commission 1983). As a result, the concept of 
materiality is not limited to a claim’s ability to affect a consumer’s purchasing behavior alone, 
but includes the claim’s ability to affect a consumer’s general behavior regarding the product or 
service. Consequently, materiality refers to the inclusion of information that is important to 
consumers in making purchasing decisions. Representations or omissions involving health 
and/or safety may be considered presumptively material by the Commission.
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The Unfairness Doctrine
The element of materiality relates to the FTC’s criteria of unfairness. The Supreme Court has 
held that the consumer, the merchant, and the manufacturer should be protected from “unfair” as 
well as deceptive trade practices, and that the definition of unfairness should be determined 
judicially {FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co (1972)). This decision strengthened the FTC’s 
ability to eliminate an advertising practice based on its “unfairness” to consumers without having 
to prove deception. The FTC has identified, and the Supreme Court has upheld, three standards 
to be considered in prohibiting consumer unfairness:
(1) whether the advertising practice injures consumers;
(2) whether the advertising practice violates established public policy; and
(3) whether the advertising practice is unethical or unscrupulous.
Consumer injury is the first and primary focus of the FTC in prohibiting consumer unfairness. 
Judicial decisions have refined the definition and criteria of the unfairness doctrine, such that 
there are three tests that a consumer injury must meet in order for an advertisement to be deemed 
unfair by the FTC (1980):
(1) the injury must be substantial;
(2) the injury must not be outweighed by any benefits to consumers or competition; and
(3) the injury must be one that could not have been reasonably avoided by the consumer.
The first criterion of consumer injury requires that the injury be substantial. Substantial 
injury refers to monetary harm as well as to unwarranted health and safety risks. On the other 
hand, subjective types of harm such as emotional impact will not generally cause an advertising 
practice to be deemed unfair. Secondly, in the determination of consumer injury, the 
Commission will consider whether the advertising practice is injurious in its net effects. Finally,
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the injury must be one that the consumer could not have reasonably avoided. That is, advertising 
practices are required to provide consumers with the critical information to promote free and 
informed consumer transactions.
The second standard identified by the FTC in prohibiting consumer unfairness relates to the 
violation of established public policy. In this sense, public policy refers to such external 
standards as statutes, common laws, and /or industry practice. For example, to substantiate that 
an advertising practice has hindered the free and informed choice of consumers, the Commission 
has referred to certain First Amendment decisions promoting consumers’ rights to receive 
information. The “public policy” factor is most often utilized by the Commission in cases where 
objective evidence of consumer injury is difficult to ascertain. Lastly, the third standard 
identified by the FTC in prohibiting consumer unfairness relates to the unethical, immoral, 
oppressive, or unscrupulous nature of an advertising practice. In that advertising practices that 
are unethical or unscrupulous in nature will usually violate the Commission’s standards 
regarding consumer injury and / or public policy, the FTC has never relied on this third standard 
alone as a basis for finding unfairness.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The topic of deceptive advertising has been formalized since the creation of the Federal 
Trade Commission in 1914. However, the issues associated with deception in advertising do not 
receive attention in the literature until the late 1960s. It is during this time period of the late 
1960s and early 1970s, that the era of consumerism began, and also, the FTC became more 
aggressive in its regulation of deceptive advertising practices (Wilkes and Wilcox 1974). In 
order to enhance the analysis of the many aspects associated with deceptive advertising; this
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study provides a classification scheme which separates the relevant literature into six general 
categories (Exhibit 1, Tables A-F). The titles assigned to these six categories of literature are: 
(A) Federal Trade Commission case studies, (B) Federal Trade Commission policy regarding 
deception in advertising, (C) assessing deception in advertising, (D) consumer behavior and 
deceptive advertising, (E) consequences of deceptive advertising and (F) corrective advertising. 
These six literature categories are not intended to be presented as mutually exclusive. The 
classification scheme does, however, provide a degree of structure to the numerous issues 
associated with the topic of deceptive advertising and enhances the theory and hypotheses 
development included in this study. The relevant literature within each category is further 
detailed according to its placement in the classification scheme as follows.
Federal Trade Commission Case Studies
In the literature to date, there are twelve significant FTC case studies regarding deception in 
advertising (Exhibit 1, Table A). Each of the twelve FTC case studies addresses specific 
concepts, such as substantiation, the use of extrinsic evidence, or materiality. In that the 
hypotheses included in this study are based on the theoretical tenets of past case studies, the 
relevant concepts in each of these twelve case studies is discussed in chronological order below.
Cohen (1974) provides an explanation of the “concept of fairness” in relation to advertising 
legislation promulgated by the FTC. Cohen’s article is formulated in response to the 1972 
Supreme Court case (FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 1972) in which the Supreme Court 
concluded that the FTC should protect the consumer, the merchant, and the manufacturer from 
unfair as well as deceptive trade practices. Cohen identifies five criteria for determining 
unfairness in advertising practices as determined by an analysis of actual cases from 1970
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through 1974: (1) the unsubstantiated claim, (2) the special audience claim, (3) the puffing 
claim, (4) the subjective claim, and (5) the unconscionable claim (p. 13). The “unsubstantiated 
claim” refers to an advertising claim for which the advertiser has no reasonable basis in making. 
Fairness to consumers may require that the reasonable basis include valid scientific or medical 
substantiation. The “special audience” claim refers to advertising claims that target or motivate 
specific audiences such as children or the elderly. The “puffing claim” refers to advertising 
claims that cannot be objectively disproved but equate to promises that are not likely to be 
fulfilled (puffing). If an exaggerated claim can be objectively disproved, then it is considered to 
be deceptive. The “subjective claim” is one that may be based on consumers’ perceptions and is 
thereby difficult to evaluate objectively. Finally, the “unconscionable claim” is one that contains 
elements of an unfair surprise. Cohen’s (1974) discussion of the unfairness doctrine and the 
criteria which emerged based on an analysis of FTC court cases provided practical implications 
for marketers at that time.
Also utilizing case-oriented methodology, Wilkes and Wilcox (1974) provide marketing 
managers with practical suggestions in response to recent FTC actions. The authors detail the 
FTC’s intervention in several cases in order to outline the development of the FTC’s legal 
policies. The primary conclusions offered by this study include: (1) the finding that the FTC 
increasingly requires scientific substantiation and (2) the development of six responding 
guidelines for the advertiser: (a) assume a truly consumer-oriented perspective, (b) adopt a 
reasonable man perspective, (c) do not imply nonexistent uniqueness, (d) establish an internal, 
interdisciplinary advertising screening committee, (e) establish better testing procedures, and (f) 
enhance effective self-regulation (pp. 60-61).
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In the most comprehensive case-oriented study to date, Brandt and Preston (1977) analyze 
3,337 case decisions rendered from 1914 through 1973. The authors include a discussion of the 
types of evidence the FTC relies upon in deciding that an advertisement or sales representation 
possesses the tendency to deceive. A major objective of this study is to aid marketers in 
implementing strategy that increases their firm’s chances of success in litigation against the FTC. 
This article examines whether the FTC relies on its own/internal definition of deception through 
accumulated expertise or whether the FTC relies on outside/external sources, such as consumer 
surveys and/or expert witness testimony, to determine the presence of deception in advertising. 
The results of this study indicate a trend towards increased FTC use of external evidence in 
determining deception in advertising; and also a trend towards increased FTC challenges of the 
meaning of a sales claim to the consumer over and above what the sales claim literally states 
(implied meanings). The authors suggest that marketers present strong external evidence, 
including survey evidence regarding consumer perceptions and expert behavioral witness 
testimony, in order to successfully defend against FTC litigation.
Preston (1977) examined the FTC’s treatment of deceptive advertising claims made by 
implication (i.e., not stated literally). Preston analyzes FTC court decisions from 1970 through 
1976, and identifies ten types of implications that have been labeled as deceptive by the FTC. 
Through his analyses of FTC decisions, Preston develops a typology of ten types of implied 
claims to aid advertisers in preventing deceptive implications in their advertising claims. Much 
of the research in the 1980s and 1990s regarding implied representations and deception in 
advertising is based on Preston’s (1977) typology of implied advertising claims and his research 
results regarding the misleading implications of advertising claims (Grunert and Dedler 1985).
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A second article by Cohen (1980) examines specific issues surrounding advertising claim 
substantiation based on the results of a review of FTC decisions rendered from 1970 through 
1979. Cohen provides a history of the FTC’s substantiation program and recommends that firms 
adopt an approach that manages the regulatory environment of the firm. Cohen’s 
recommendations include the dissemination of information regarding substantiation throughout 
the organization and the use of consumer research to determine the meaning and substantiation 
of implied claims. Also, Cohen offers questions to assist in a comprehensive evaluation of the 
FTC’s substantiation program from a public policy standpoint.
Rotfeld and Preston (1981) discuss issues associated with puffery based on the results of their 
analyses of FTC decisions rendered from 1971 through 1979. This article examines the issue of 
puffery to reveal the inconsistencies in determining deception that can occur as a result of the 
FTC’s use of empirical data versus non-empirical data. The findings indicate increased 
utilization of behavioral empirical evidence by the FTC in decisions involving puffery. The 
findings confirm that the use of empirical data does not necessarily provide advantages to 
regulators over advertisers. Advertisers should not fail to see the potential opportunities 
provided by the use of such empirical evidence. This study finds that, in cases involving puffery, 
advertisers who base their defense on empirical evidence rather than non-empirical evidence, 
have the best opportunity to successfully defend against FTC litigation.
A decade later, Owen and Plyler (1991) also examine the role of empirical evidence in 
advertising regulatioa This study uses an analysis of FTC case precedents to discuss the proper 
use of extrinsic evidence in the interpretation of implied advertising claims. Owen and Plyler 
(1991) provide the historical evolution of the FTC’s interpretation of advertising claims and 
include discussions on the FTC’s reliance upon its own accumulated expertise versus the FTC’s
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reliance on extrinsic evidence. The authors admit that the ideas examined in their study are in 
their theoretical infancy. Owen and Plyler’s (1991) study reveals that the most difficult problem 
in determining deception in advertising is the interpretation of the advertising claim and/or the 
interpretation of the advertising claim’s implications. The authors criticize the FTC for its lack 
of formal standards for ad interpretation, and they conclude that the standards used by the FTC in 
their interpretation of advertising claims are paramount to the fair and equitable regulation of 
deception in advertising.
In one of the more comprehensive case studies, Preston (1992) uses content analysis to report 
on erroneous expert evidence introduced in FTC deceptive advertising decisions rendered from 
1970 through 1991. In this study, erroneous evidence refers to substantiating information 
introduced in deceptive advertising decisions which fails to support the factual finding that it was 
intended to uphold. Preston (1992) finds that, based on the knowledge of researchers and 
regulators, this erroneous evidence is avoidable, since the invalidity of such evidence and its 
rejection in decisions rendered, are predictable in advance This study discusses the implications 
of such erroneous evidence, and suggestions for the elimination of avoidable erroneous evidence 
in deceptive advertising cases are offered.
In 1995, three articles regarding the Kraft, Inc. (1991) case appear in the Journal of Public 
Policy and Marketing. Jacoby and Szybillo (1995) discuss the use of consumer research in the 
FTC v. Kraft, Inc. (1991) case. This study includes a review of the principal consumer surveys 
used as evidence in the case, and especially, a review of the flaws of these surveys is detailed. 
This study concludes that the survey approach used by the FTC in this case is flawed in 
definition, wording, experimental design, and analyses. Implications of such drastic flaws in 
design, as well as inconsistencies in the FTC’s decision making, are offered.
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Stewart (1995) responds to the review offered in Jacoby and Szybillo’s (1995) article, and 
addresses the specific criticisms regarding survey evidence detailed there. Stewart (1995) 
examines the materiality survey included in the Kraft, Inc. (1991) case, and concludes that the 
survey failed to truly address the issue of materiality of the claims. Stewart (1995) also discusses 
issues related to survey research and its use in litigation cases, and details the necessity of 
formalized standards regarding the use of extrinsic evidence in the interpretation of implied 
advertising claims.
Sudman (1995) provides comments on both the Jacoby and Szybillo (1995) and the Stewart 
(1995) articles regarding the Kraft, Inc. (1991) case. Sudman (1995) concludes that, due to the 
complexities associated with questionnaire design, public confidence in consumer survey 
research should not be diminished by the disagreement of experts. Sudman (1995) discusses the 
more general issues, of materiality, questionnaire wording, context effects, and experimental 
design; and the related complexities as revealed in the previous articles regarding the Kraft, Inc. 
(1991) case.
Andrews and Maronick (1995) discuss issues associated with advertising research and the use 
of extrinsic evidence based on an analysis of the FTC v. Stouffer Foods (1994) case. Based on 
the Stouffer Foods (1994) case, the authors review six copy testing and advertising claim 
interpretation issues: (a) relative and absolute claims, (b) interpretation o f multiple ad claims, (c) 
control ad issues regarding application to open-ended questions, (d) control ad issues 
concerning pre-existing beliefs, (e) control question issues, and (f) the processing o f disclosure 
information. Trade-offs in copy test development related to the six issues and an overview of 
generally accepted principles for copy test evidence for FTC decision making are offered. The 
results of this study indicate that the adherence to generally accepted principles for copy test
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evidence increases the relative importance of the extrinsic data in the decision making processes 
of the FTC. The authors conclude that, in the operationalization of the principles for copy test 
evidence, trade-offs related to the six issues identified should be given careful attention by 
advertisers in order to strengthen the weight of their extrinsic data in FTC litigation.
Federal Trade Commission Policy Regarding Deception in Advertising
There are currently seven relevant articles based on FTC policy regarding deception in 
advertising in the literature (Exhibit 1, Table B). Each of these seven studies provides detailed 
discussions on FTC policy regarding deception in advertising. In that the theoretical tenets, as 
well as the hypotheses development included in this study are based on FTC policy regarding 
deceptive advertising, the relevant concepts in each of these seven articles are discussed in 
chronological order below.
Millstein (1964) provides a comprehensive discussion of the FTC’s proper role in advertising, 
as well as a discussion of the standard employed by the FTC in determining the meaning of an 
advertisement, based upon illustrative cases to date. Millstein (1964) provides a historical detail 
of the FTC’s role in advertising based on a legislative review. The FTC’s role in advertising 
does not include the regulation of quantity, taste, social values and/or frequency of 
advertisements. Also, the author uses illustrative cases to determine the standard employed by 
the FTC in ascertaining the meaning of promises made in an advertisement. Discussions of such 
advertising elements as literal truths, statements containing more than one meaning, and 
subjective claims are provided. Millstein (1964) concludes with discussions surrounding the 
relationship between the determination of the meaning of an advertisement and the evidence
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presented. Millstein’s (1964) suggests that the FTC trade its prosecution responsibilities for 
responsibilities of adviser and coordinator to states’ attorney generals and self-regulatory groups.
Ford and Calfee (1986) provide detailed discussions of the FTC’s 1983 policy statement on 
the meaning of deception and how this new statement relates to previous FTC policy. Using 
illustrative cases, the authors provide detailed definitions and comprehensive applications of the 
specific elements of deception: likely to mislead, reasonable consumer and materiality, as 
included in the FTC’s 1983 policy statement on deception. Also, the authors discuss the 
increased role of empirical evidence and consumer research as encouraged by the FTC’s 1983 
policy statement, and the authors provide implications for future FTC policy and litigation 
regarding deceptive advertising.
Hyman (1990) discusses the need for a single, comprehensive, unambiguous, workable 
definition of deception in advertising to be used by researchers, lawyers and regulators. Hyman 
(1990) proposes new definitions and guidelines for determining deception in an advertisement, 
and he includes a review of the literature regarding definitions of deception in advertising. 
Relying on the work of Ford and Calfee (1986), Hyman (1990) concludes that there is currently 
no statutory definition of deception in advertising. The author builds upon existing works in 
order to develop a proposed definition of deception in advertising that is comprehensive and 
workable for researchers, lawyers, and regulators.
Richards and Preston (1992) discuss the concept of materiality as it relates to deception in 
advertising. The majority of past research focuses on deception, as opposed to, materiality. The 
authors provide behavioral researchers with an understanding of the concept of materiality so 
that they may be better able to develop measurement methods of materiality which will satisfy 
the FTC’s requirements in court. The authors argue that the FTC should be required to prove
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materiality, as it is currently required to prove deceptiveness. Presently, the Commission’s 
presumptions of materiality cause the burden of proof of materiality to fall on the advertiser, and 
the FTC has not provided any methodological guidance to aid advertisers in measuring 
materiality. Richards and Preston (1992) argue for a more equitable stance on behalf of the FTC, 
and they recommend additional research by academicians regarding the issues associated with 
measuring materiality.
Preston (1995) discusses the implications of the FTC’s 1994 enforcement policy statement on 
advertising including discussions on the unfairness doctrine and the development of FTC.policy 
regarding unfairness. Preston (1995) details the decline of the FTC’s use of unfairness in 
deceptive advertising decisions, and then describes an amendment to the FTC’s 1994 
enforcement policy which stipulates a statutory definition of deception including rules of use. 
The author suggests that such an amendment could cause unfairness to once again play a major 
role in deceptive advertising litigation. Preston (1995) concludes that an increase in the use of 
unfairness could increase the scope of the FTC’s regulation of deceptive advertising.
Simonson (1995) also discusses the concept of unfairness, as it relates to deceptive 
advertising litigation, in response to the amendments to the FTC’s 1994 enforcement policy 
statement on advertising. The evolution of the law regarding the unfairness doctrine and 
deceptive advertising is reviewed, and implications for public policy makers as well as for 
advertisers are offered.
An analysis by Abemethy and Franke (1998) of 66,000 U.S. advertisements indicates that, 
during periods of strict FTC regulation, advertisements contain fewer objective type information 
claims. The authors discuss FTC regulation of deceptive advertising with the intent of 
determining the effects of such regulation on the content and policy of advertisements. The
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results of this analysis indicate that, in response to strict regulatory actions by the FTC, the 
amount of advertising information available to consumers is reduced.
Assessing Deception in Advertising
With regard to the assessment of deception in advertising, three paradigms emerge from the 
literature. The first paradigm is based upon the regulatory definition of deception in advertising 
as proposed by the FTC. Hence the assessment, or measurement, of deception in this context is 
determined by the FTC’s own reasoned analysis and expertise (Brandt and Preston 1977; Grunert 
and Dedler 1985). This paradigm is criticized both for its lack of objectivity and for its lack of 
scientific methodology (Grunert and Dedler 1985). The second paradigm regarding the 
assessment of deception in advertising is based upon the use of extrinsic evidence, such as 
consumer surveys, in FTC litigation. Hence, the assessment of deception in this context is 
determined by consumers who, for example, rate advertising claims according to the claim’s 
perceived potential to be deceptive. This paradigm is criticized based on the premise that a 
consumer who realizes that an advertising claim has the potential to be deceptive has not been 
deceived. The third paradigm regarding the assessment of deception in advertising is based on 
the behavioral aspects of deception in advertising. This third paradigm includes consumer 
perception, as well as consumer interactive cognitive structure, in measuring deception in 
advertising (Brandt and Preston 1977; Grunert and Dedler 1985; Richards 1990).
There are six relevant articles regarding the assessment of deception in advertising (Exhibit 1, 
Table C). These articles extend beyond the discussion of FTC policy and relate to the detection 
or actual measurement of deception in advertising. The studies included in this category use 
theoretical and empirical analyses in order to detail the assessment of deception in advertising.
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In that the measurement of deception in advertising is crucial to the theoretical tenets of this 
study, the relevant concepts in each of these six articles are discussed in chronological order.
Gelhom (1969) examines problems associated with proving deception in FTC litigation and 
discusses the FTC’s capability to protect consumer interest from deception in advertising. The 
author claims that procedural problems within the Commission hinder the FTC’s ability to 
protect consumers, and he stresses the need for less time-consuming procedures in the litigation 
of deceptive advertising cases. Gelhorn (1969) proposes that the use of consumer survey 
research in FTC litigation should be expanded and that formal standards for the interpretation of 
such survey data be developed. Gelhorn (1969) specifically discusses: (1) the basic issues in 
false advertising cases, (2) the level of consumer intelligence and the truth of the claim, (3) 
consumer understanding, (4) the hearing examiner’s discretion, (5) administration of the survey, 
and (6) the interpretation of survey findings.
Gardner (1975) provides a detailed definition of deception in advertising and argues that the 
interaction or effect of the advertisement on the consumer’s cognitive structure should be 
included in the definition of deception in advertising. Gardner (1975) presents a conceptual 
approach to defining, categorizing, and detecting deception in advertising. Gardner (1975) offers 
the “normative belief technique” in order to detect deception in advertising through the 
comparison of beliefs with beliefs. The technique is based on the assumption that some optimal 
set of product attributes exists for each product class. Under this approach, the beliefs of two 
different samples of consumers must be compared. The beliefs which describe the attributes 
consumers associate with a particular product class are compared to the beliefs consumers relate 
to a given brand based on perceptions received from advertising claims. If these beliefs which 
are based on perceptions exceed the “normative beliefs,” then the advertising claim can be
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considered to possess the potential to deceive. Gardner (1975) notes several limitations to his 
approach such as the halo effect problem, the carryover brand effect, and consumer expectations. 
Gardner (1975) makes a strong argument for future research into the behavioral issues of 
deceptive advertising.
Armstrong and Russ (1975) outline a procedure to assist in reducing the confusion and 
controversy surrounding the issue of deception in advertising. The authors develop a standard 
procedure or model that could be adopted by regulators, advertisers, and consumerists. The 
authors stress that deception in advertising should be based upon consumer perceptions of an 
advertising claim, as opposed to, subjective assessments by the FTC. The authors recommend 
that future research focus on the development of more objective procedures for detecting 
deceptioa Lastly, Armstrong and Russ (1975) propose that the FTC develop objectively-stated 
and consistently-enforced standards regarding deception in advertising.
Harris (1977) examines comprehension and memory in regard to asserted and implied claims 
in advertising. The author develops a methodology for testing consumers’ interpretations of 
advertising claims. Utilizing a sample of 180 undergraduate psychology students, the author 
tests his methodology in order to gain a better understanding of implied claims in advertising. 
The results indicate that consumers, when listening to commercial advertising claims, often deal 
with implied advertising claims as though the claims are assertions of fact. In other words, 
consumer discrimination between asserted and implied claims is very limited. Harris (1977) 
provides suggestions for improving consumer information processing such as distinguishing 
between implied and asserted advertising claims and recommends that future research include 
the identification of the types of implications that are psychologically equivalent to assertions.
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Grunert and Dedler (1985) offer an alternative to past studies by arguing that social science 
methods have not been sufficiently adapted to address specific problems associated with the 
detection of deception in advertising. Further, the authors suggest a “misleading components 
approach” to detect certain types of misleading claims in advertisements and to avoid some 
problems inherent in both case-oriented methodology and in the application of external 
standards. In order for a social science approach to deceptive advertising to be effective, the 
approach must concentrate on the causes of deception, rather than on individual case 
determinations (case-oriented methodology). In other words, the critical element in detecting 
deception in advertising is to identify “which components of an advertising message are most 
likely to mislead consumers” - hence, the “misleading components approach” (p. 158). The 
researchers compare the cognitive effects of a potentially misleading ad and a qualified 
advertising claim in order to detect misleading components. The authors chose seven messages 
deemed to possess potentially misleading components. The first four refer to message types that 
are listed by either Harris (1977) or Preston (1977) and the latter three are proposed by these 
authors for the first time. These seven message types are: (a) incomplete reporting o f test results, 
(b) missing qualification concerning product use, (c) missing qualification concerning product 
version, (d) expansion o f attribute meaning, (e) insignificant indicator, (f) insignificant 
comparison, (g) metaphorical use o f attributes. From the results of their study, these authors 
conclude that some types of advertising claims do possess cognitive effects which may be 
labeled as misleading. Thereby, a content analysis of advertising claims should be sufficient to 
detect a claims’ capacity to deceive. However, the limitations of this study include the fact that 
only seven message types are examined and only one example of each message type is presented
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Davis (1994) assesses the relative influence of four factors on the decision-making process of 
advertising professionals in regard to advertising content and policy. The four factors analyzed 
are: (a) ethics, (b) legal considerations, (c) business considerations, and (d) anticipated approval 
of management/peers. The findings indicate that the legal considerations factor is the most 
influential of the four factors, while the ethics factor is the least influential of the four factors for 
most advertising professionals. Also, the author’s findings suggest that the characteristics of age 
and length of professional experience are related to the relative influence of the four factors on 
d ecision -m aking regarding advertising policy and content. Based on these findings, Davis 
(1994) identifies elements for increasing ethical considerations in professional decision-making 
in order to reduce the incidence of deception in advertising. Lastly, Davis (1994) recommends 
that the FTC issue detailed, formal standards for identifying deception in advertising in order to 
reduce ambiguity and the incidence of deception in advertising.
Consumer Behavior and Deceptive Advertising
To date, five relevant articles examine consumer behavior and deceptive advertising (Exhibit 
1, Table D). One of the three paradigms in the literature related to the assessment of deception in 
advertising is based on the behavioral aspects of deceptive advertising. Each of the five articles 
in this category relies on such behavioral aspects as the interaction of consumer perception and 
cognitive structure in measuring deception in advertising.
Cohen (1969) recommends that the FTC consider the behavioral characteristics of the 
consumer (i.e. consumer perception), as opposed to economic standards, in the application of 
regulatory statutes since “behavioral man” is less perfect than “economic man.” According to 
Cohen (1969), while the FTC devotes attention to the concept of full disclosure, little mention is
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given to the issue of whether the “selective consumer” is actually aware of or notices the 
disclosures. Furthermore, research reveals that an individual’s adherence to recommended 
behavior is inversely related to intense fear appeal (i.e. provided by disclosures). That is, since 
consumers react to information not solely based on their intelligence but also based on their 
attitudes, habits, traits, and feelings; they often reject or react in the opposite direction of 
recommendations made by disclosure. Thereby, Cohen (1969) suggests that the FTC reinforce 
disclosure information through authoritative sources (i.e. FTC monthly reports), since valid 
communication from non-authoritative sources is apt to be disbelieved by consumers.
Olson and Dover (1978) conduct one of the first empirical studies related to the presence 
of deception in advertising and its impact on consumer behavior. The authors blame the 
literature’s failure to adequately define deception in advertising for impeding past empirical 
analysis. Olson and Dover (1978) present an operationalized behavioral definition of deceptive 
advertising and empirically demonstrate their definition in order to measure the effects of the 
deception on such cognitive elements as brand beliefs, attitude, and purchase intention. An 
experimental examination utilizing three ad-like communications for an unfamiliar brand, each 
containing the same deceptive claim concerning a product attribute, is conducted. The results of 
their study are generalizable to the study of deception in actual ads. In their study, the authors 
measure several cognitive aspects including: beliefs about the product, the evaluative measure of 
each belief level, attitude toward the product, and behavioral intentions to purchase the product. 
The results reveal that deception in advertising can be identified utilizing Olson and Dover’s 
(1978) “theoretically-based, information-processing” definition, and also, that “belief strength” 
(product beliefs about the claim) seems to be the “most sensitive measure” of the impact of the 
deceptive claim. The authors find that, while beliefs between the control group and the
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experimental group varied widely prior to tasting the product (coffee), the differences diminished 
greatly after product trial. Thereby, suggesting that deceptive advertising does effect consumer 
purchase inclinations. While certain aspects of their study limit its generalizability (i.e. women- 
only sample, one product tested, unfamiliar brand), theirs is the first study to extend beyond 
conceptualization and case-oriented methodologies in an attempt to empirically determine the 
impact of deceptive advertising claims on consumer behavior.
Gaeth and Heath (1987) evaluate the impact of deception in advertising on two groups of 
adult consumers. The authors examine the cognitive processes of older and younger adults and 
the interaction of these cognitive processes with the content of advertisements to assess certain 
aspects of deception in advertising. Three experiments are employed to evaluate: (a) the 
susceptibility to deception in advertising; (b) the ability of consumers to discriminate between 
non-deceptive and deceptive advertising claims; and (c) the responsiveness of individuals to 
training with regards to this topic. The results indicate that in cases where the advertisement is 
available during assessment, younger adults are less susceptible to deception. The authors find 
no significant differences in susceptibility between younger and older adults in cases from 
memory (e.g., where the advertisement is no longer available during assessment). The results 
indicate that training reduces susceptibility in both younger and older adults. The authors 
discuss their findings in terms detailing the differences in the cognitive processes (behavioral 
aspects) of younger and older adults.
Preston and Richards (1993) examine the role of consumer belief in FTC deceptive 
advertising litigation. The authors discuss the implications associated with the FTC’s failure to 
use a consumer belief test in bringing litigation against advertisers. Preston and Richards (1993) 
explain how findings of consumer belief might be accomplished. The authors contend that, in
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many deceptive advertising cases consumers do not actually believe the deceptive claim, and 
hence, neither consumers nor competitors are harmed by such claims. In order to prevent 
questionable FTC rulings, Preston and Richards (1993) conclude that the FTC should include 
consumer belief as one of the elements of deception in its regulation of deceptive advertising. 
Therefore, advertising claims that are actually harmful to consumers and competitors, rather than 
deceptive, will be prohibited.
Johar (1995) analyzes the interaction of consumer involvement, deception, and implied 
advertising claims to determine deception in advertising. The author identifies potential 
moderating factors via a detailed analysis of the connection between the processing demands of 
an advertising claim for non-deception and consumer processing strategy. Johar (1995) finds 
that the determination of deception is dependent upon the processing demands or the level of 
consumer involvement of the specific advertising claim.
Consequences of Deceptive Advertising
Three relevant articles detail the consequences of deceptive advertising (Exhibit 1, Table E). 
These three articles discuss specific consequences of deceptive advertising, such as the legal / 
FTC-related ramifications and the economic consequences to advertisers. In that the concepts 
included in these articles contribute to the theoretical development of this study, these articles are 
presented in chronological order.
Dillon (1973) details the reasons why deceptive advertisements are not economically 
advantageous to national advertisers, and he discusses the importance of determining deception 
through consumer analyses. The author reiterates the premise that, for virtually all national 
advertisers, the cost of advertising is prohibitive for purposes of a one-time sale. That is, the
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costs of advertising for national advertisers must be amortizable over initial as well as repeat 
purchases, and therefore, deceptive advertising is only economically beneficial for the “hit and 
run” business. Dillon (1973) suggests the use of well-designed consumer research in order to 
determine the most important aspects of deceptive advertising from the consumer viewpoint, as 
opposed to, the theorization of academics, regulators and consumerists. The author concludes 
that such a basis would allow the FTC to focus its limited resources on the areas of deceptive 
advertising which are most troublesome to the consumer.
In their conceptual analysis, Shimp and Preston (1981) recommend that advertisers utilize 
“evaluative” advertising techniques since: (1) such advertising techniques may aid in convincing 
consumers that a brand is unique or superior to its competition, and (2) due to the abstract nature 
of such claims, the FTC is less likely to challenge evaluative advertising claims. Evaluative 
advertising techniques refer to advertising claims that describe the intangible product attributes 
or benefits. While factual claims sometimes lack a certain ability to sell, evaluative claims, on 
the other hand, possess a certain inherent ability to persuade (Shimp and Preston 1981). 
Basically, factual claims lack the ability to sell for two reasons: first, true and/or non-deceptive 
factual claims often fail to differentiate the advertiser’s brand from competition especially in a 
saturated market; and secondly, factual claims which differentiate the advertiser’s brand are 
often construed as deceptive and subject to regulatory (FTC) review (Shimp & Preston 1981). 
The authors recommend an effective, but not deceptive model of evaluative advertising, and for 
reasons, such as persuasive ability and safe harbor from regulation, they contend that evaluative 
advertising techniques represent a relatively “risk-free” advertising strategy.
Attas (1999) discusses the moral aspects of the legal definition of deception in advertising. 
The author focuses on the consequences deceptive advertising has on society as a whole in order
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to explain the moral fault involved in deceptive advertising. Attas (1999) places responsibility 
on the consumer, as opposed to the advertiser, in determining the difference between misleading 
claims and miscomprehension in advertising. The author examines, and then rejects, several 
potential moral reasons for condemning deceptive advertising, including: harm to consumers, 
harm to competitors, and loss of consumer autonomy. The consequences of deceptive 
advertising on society as a whole should be the basis for determining the difference between 
misleading claims and consumer miscomprehension in deceptive advertising (Attas 1999).
Corrective Advertising
In the literature, only two relevant articles examine corrective advertising (Exhibit 1, Table 
F). Corrective advertising refers to the qualifying statements made in an advertisement, required 
by the FTC, which discloses that the advertiser has been found guilty of deceptive advertising in 
previous ads. The FTC implemented the strategy of requiring corrective advertising in 1970, as 
a result of a 1969 proposal from a group of law students. Both articles in this category study the 
effectiveness of corrective advertising.
Hunt (1973) discusses the effects of the FTC’s corrective advertising remedy by analyzing the 
Chevron (Standard Oil Company of California) case. The author verifies the use of inoculation 
theory finding that corrective advertising reduces positive attitudes toward the advertiser. 
Inoculation theory in advertising involves the concept that resistance to persuasion resembles 
resistance to disease. That is, consumers presented with weakened counterarguments will have 
greater resistance to later messages than those consumers exposed to supportive information.
Lastly, Dyer and Kuehl (1974) analyze the effectiveness of corrective advertising by 
examining message source and strength effects of corrective advertisements. The authors found
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that certain types of corrective advertising messages may harm the image of the advertiser. The 
authors conclude that the behavioral and cognitive aspects of consumer attitude are affected by 
certain types of corrective advertising messages resulting in a reduction in the perceived 
trustworthiness of the advertiser.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LITERATURE
A review of the marketing literature reveals that research regarding deceptive advertising has 
been narrowly focused. That is, studies in this area have included only one or two dimensions 
involving deceptive advertising (Figure 2). For example, Wilkes and Wilcox (1974) and Cohen 
(1980) analyze FTC decisions to provide information on the issue of substantiation. Preston 
(1977) and Rotfeld and Preston (1981) research implied claims, but only those contained in FTC 
cases involving puffery. Cohen (1974), Preston (1995), and Simonson (1995) examine the 
FTC’s unfairness doctrine while Richards and Preston (1992) and Stewart (1995) research the 
issue of materiality. Brandt and Preston (1977) and Owen and Plyler (1991) study evidence of 
deception, but neither of these studies include multiple dimensions. This dissertation, as opposed 
to previous studies, includes multiple dimensions derived through a comprehensive analysis of 
FTC decisions from 1990 through 1998. This study researches multiple dimensions regarding:
(1) evidence of deception; (2) implied advertising claims; and (3) regulatory predictability. 
Furthermore, multiple issues are included in each of these three dimensions. The first 
dimension, for example, contains four subcategories classifying the types of evidence.
The only comprehensive case analysis (Brandt and Preston 1977) in the marketing literature 
analyzes FTC decisions from 1914 to 1973. That is, no comprehensive case research detailing 
recent FTC decisions exists in the marketing literature. Therefore, this research addresses the
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apparent gap in the literature by analyzing multiple dimensions and by examining the more 
recent FTC decisions rendered from 1990 through 1998. Figure 2 provides a list of the 
contributions included in the relevant literature, and Exhibit 1 classifies the literature into six 
categories.
Figure 2 
Contributions to the Literature
Year Author(s) Publication Contribution
1964 Millstein Columbia Law Review FTC’s role in advertising, definitions
1969 Gelhom Kansas Law Review Consumer protection by the FTC
Cohen Journal o f Marketing FTC policy and consumer protection
1973 Dillon Journal o f Advertising Research Deceptive ads are not advantageous
Hunt Journal o f Advertising Research Effects o f Corrective advertising
1974 Cohen Journal o f Marketing Unfairness doctrine; case study
Wilkes & Wilcox Journal o f Marketing Substantiation; case study
Dyer & Kuehl Journal o f Advertising Corrective advertising
1975 Gardner Journal o f Marketing Measuring deception
Armstrung & Russ MSU Business Topics Detecting Deception
1977 Brandt & Preston Journal o f Marketing Use o f evidence to determine deception; case study
Preston Journal o f Business Research Implied claims including puffery; case study
Harris Journal o f  Applied Psychology Consumer interpretation o f implied claims
1978 Olson & Dover Journal o f  Marketing Research Cognitive effects of deceptive advertising
1980 Cohen Journal o f  Marketing Substantiation; case study
1981 Rotfeld & Preston Journal o f  Advertising Research Puffery / behavioral evidence; case study
Shimp & Preston Journal o f Marketing Evaluative Advertising
1985 Grunert & Dedler Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Detecting misleading advertising
1986 Ford & Calfee Journal o f  Marketing FTC Policy statements
1987 Gaeth & Heath Journal o f Consumer Research Cognitive Processing and misleading advertising
1990 Hyman International Journal of 
Advertising
FTC policies and definitions
1991 Owen & Plyler Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Empirical evidence; case study
1992 Preston Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Erroneous evidence; case study
Richards & Preston Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Materiality
1993 Preston & Richards American Business Law Consumer belief in FTC cases
1994 Davis Journal o f Consumer Affairs Detecting deceptive advertising
1995 Jacoby & Szybillo Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Consumer research in the FTC v. Kraft case
Stewart Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Deception, materiality, & survey research: Kraft case:
Sudman Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Comments on Articles: by Jacoby & Szybillo and by Stewart 
(Kraft case).
Andrews & Maronick Journal o f Public Policy & Mktg. Stouffer Foods case; Use o f extrinsic evidence offered by the 
FTC.
Preston Journal o f  Public Policy & Mktg. Unfairness doctrine
Johar Journal o f Marketing Research Consumer involvement, deception, and implied claims
Simonson Journal o f  Public Policy & Mktg. Unfairness doctrine
1998 Abemethy & Franke Journal o f  Public Policy & Mktg. Regulation and objective advertising claims
1999 Attas Journal o f  Business Ethics Wrongness o f deceptive advertising
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HYPOTHETHESES DEVELOPMENT
The purpose of this study is to gain insight into the regulatory predictability of deception in 
advertising by conducting a comprehensive analysis of the legal parameters involved in FTC 
decisions, including the FTC’s methodology for interpreting implied advertising claims. 
Therefore, a primary goal of this study is to gain a clearer understanding of how to identify and 
interpret deception in advertising. The goals of this study are to seek answers to the following 
research questions:
(1) What types of evidence does the Commission use to prove deception in FTC
decisions rendered;
(2) What types of evidence do respondents (advertisers) offer as defense against FTC
allegations;
(3) What types of methodology does the FTC use most often in the interpretation of
implied advertising claims;
(4) Is there a relationship between the type of implied claim identified and the type of 
FTC order rendered;
(5) Is there a relationship between the type of advertising media involved and the type of 
FTC order cited; and
(6) Is there a relationship between the type of industry involved and the type of FTC 
order rendered?
There are four objectives of this study. The first objective, which is to identify the legal 
parameters of deception in advertising by examining the frequency and the types of evidence of 
deception, is addressed by the first two research questions. The second objective, which is to 
identify the FTC’s methods of ad interpretation for implied advertising claims, is detailed by the
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third research question. The third objective, which is to determine regulatory predictability 
regarding deception in advertising based on factors inherent in each case, is addressed by 
research questions four, five, and six. The fourth objective is to develop an empirically- 
supported model to assist marketing managers in: (1) identifying potentially deceptive 
advertising claims, (2) preventing deception in advertising claims, and (3) defending against FTC 
litigation. This objective is advanced by compiling and interpreting the results derived from 
testing the nineteen proposed hypotheses developed below.
Given that the FTC has failed to define and articulate detailed, objective guidelines regarding 
the Commission’s methods of advertising claim interpretation, a comprehensive analysis of 
decisions rendered is the best method available to attain an improved understanding of the legal 
parameters and regulatory predictability of deception. The proposed hypotheses, which have 
been developed to answer the six research questions listed above, are divided into three 
categories: (1) evidence of deception; (2) implied advertising claims; and (3) regulatory 
predictability.
Evidence of Deception
The first objective of this study is to identify the legal parameters of deception in advertising 
by examining the frequency and the types of evidence used by both the Commission and the 
advertiser (respondent) in FTC decisions rendered. Evidence of deception in advertising, as 
presented in FTC litigation, may be divided into two general categories: internal evidence and 
external evidence (Brandt and Preston 1977; Preston 1977; Owen and Plyler 1991; Preston 
1994). According to a classification scheme developed by Brandt and Preston (1977), each of
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these general categories (internal evidence and external evidence) may be further divided into 
two subcategories (Figure 3).
Figure 3
Classification Scheme: Categories of Evidence of Deception
Catenorv
Descriptive Category Title Category Examples
Group I Internal Commission Evidence Explicit False Representation 
Deception Per Se
Group II Precedential Evidence
Commission Precedents 
Court Precedents
Group III External Non-Consumer Evidence
Dictionary Definitions -  FTC 
Trade Literature - FTC 
Expert Testimony -  FTC / Respondent 
Respondent Testimony 
Accepted Marketing Principles 
Other Documentary Evidence -  FTC
Group IV External Consumer Evidence
Consumer Testimony -  Respondent 
Copy Tests -  FTC / Respondent 
Focus Group -  FTC / Respondent 
Other Consumer-oriented -  
FT C/Respondent
Brandt and Preston (1977)
Internal evidence refers to the Commission’s own intuitive decision-making based solely on 
the legal tenets that govern deceptive advertising. The use of internal evidence in deceptive 
advertising litigation is most applicable in cases that involve explicit or objective advertising 
claims. In contrast, external evidence represents the behavioral aspects of deception in
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advertising. In cases where a surface examination of an advertising claim is not sufficient to 
determine the existence of an implied claim, the Commission will refer to extrinsic or external 
evidence in order to determine if a reasonable consumer would reach the implied claim (FTC 
1983; Owen and Plyler 1991). Hence, external evidence presented in deceptive advertising 
litigation is most applicable to cases that allege the existence of deception in implied 
representations. Examples of external evidence include: the testimony of expert witnesses, 
consumer surveys, generally accepted principles of marketing, market research studies, and other 
reliable evidence of consumer interpretation.
The legal boundaries of deception, as well as the scope of the Commission’s authority, remain 
broad. The lack of standardized guidelines regarding the use of external evidence in FTC 
litigation is found in at least eight articles detailed earlier in this chapter (Gelhom 1969; Brandt 
and Preston 1977; Preston 1977; Cohen 1980; Rotfeld and Preston 1981; Ford and Calfee 1986; 
Owen and Plyler 1991; Preston 1992). Relying on the classification scheme developed by 
Brandt and Preston (1977) (Figure 3), that details four categories of evidence of deception in 
advertising, the following hypotheses are proposed in order to determine the legal parameters 
associated with deceptive advertising and address this study’s first two research questions.
HI (a): The Commission has relied on external evidence more frequently than internal 
evidence to support its allegations o f deception in advertising in FTC litigation 
from 1990 to 1998.
Hl(b): The Commission has relied on external consumer evidence more frequently than 
external non-consumer evidence to support its allegations o f deception in 
advertising in FTC litigation from 1990 to 1998.
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H2(a): Respondents have relied on external evidence more frequently than internal 
evidence to defend against allegations o f deception in advertising in FTC 
litigation from 1990 to 1998.
H2(b): Respondents have relied on external consumer evidence more frequently than 
external non-consumer evidence to defend against allegations o f deception in 
advertising in FTC litigation from 1990 to 1998.
Brandt and Preston (1977), Owen and Plyler (1991), and Rotfeld and Preston (1981) provide 
direct theoretical support for the first four hypotheses in this study. First, in a comprehensive 
case analysis, Brandt and Preston (1977) document a trend towards an increase in the FTC’s 
reliance on external (consumer) behavioral evidence in determining deception in advertising. In 
addition, a trend towards an increase in FTC challenges of the meanings of advertising claims 
over and above what the claim literally states (implied representation) was found. Due to the 
consumer behavior dimension inherently associated with implied representations, external 
evidence is most applicable in cases involving implied advertising claims. Therefore, the 
increase in FTC challenges of implied advertising claims may facilitate the increase in the 
reliance upon behavioral external evidence by both the Commission and advertisers (Brandt and 
Preston 1977).
Second, the FTC’s increased familiarity with consumer research and the increased use of 
implied claims by advertisers are two additional factors proposed by Owen and Plyler (1991) as 
reasons for the Commission’s increased use of extrinsic evidence. Consumer behavior research, 
as a field of study, continues to advance (Owen and Plyler 1991; Johar 1995). Owen and Plyler 
(1991) propose that the FTC’s increased reliance on external evidence may be a function of the 
Commission’s increased understanding of the field of consumer behavior research. The
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changing nature of advertising, which includes an increase in the use of implied representations, 
has forced the Commission to increase its reliance on behavioral extrinsic evidence to support its 
allegations of deception in advertising (Owen and Plyler 1991). Lastly, Rotfeld and Preston 
(1981) document an increase in the FTC’s reliance on behavioral external evidence by 
examining decisions involving puffery.
Firms that fail to anticipate the FTC’s reliance on external evidence, and/or do not use 
external evidence themselves, will be at a disadvantage when defending against FTC litigation 
(Brandt and Preston 1977). Improved understanding of the specific types and frequency of 
external evidence offered in deceptive advertising cases can assist advertisers in defending 
against FTC litigatioa
Implied Advertising Claims
The second objective of this study is to determine the Commission’s methods of ad 
interpretation for implied claims based on information provided in FTC decisions and relying on 
a typology of implications developed in the literature. According to the legal tenets, deception 
exists when an advertising claim possesses the capacity to deceive. Therefore, proof of actual 
deception is not necessary (Richards 1990; Wright 1995). Implied claims, as opposed to literal 
statements, refer to claims that convey false impressions and/or are misleading in context. 
Thereby, though they are not literally stated in the advertisement, deceptive advertising claims 
are allegedly made through implication. Since implied claims are a function of consumer 
perception, and since neither intent nor actual deception is a necessary prerequisite for an FTC 
ruling of deception, understanding the Commission’s methods of interpreting implied advertising 
claims can be a critical factor in preventing and/or defending against litigation.
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One of the most challenging issues associated with determining deception involves 
interpreting the meaning of implied representations made by implicit advertising claims (Owen 
and Plyler 1991). Therefore, the standards that the FTC uses to interpret advertising claims are 
crucial to the equitable regulation of advertising (Owen and Plyler 1991). Yet, there is a dearth 
of information and a complete lack of formal standards regarding the FTC’s methodology of 
advertising claim interpretation. Increased determinations of deception in implied advertising 
claims on behalf o f the FTC can result in an increased vulnerability to advertisers (Brandt and 
Preston 1977). An improved understanding of the Commission’s methods of ad interpretation 
can assist advertisers in preventing FTC litigation. From a public policy standpoint, an improved 
understanding of the Commission’s methods of advertising claim interpretation may enhance the 
effectiveness of litigation procedures and encourage the free flow of truthful information in the 
marketplace.
Relying on a typology of implications of deceptive advertising (Preston 1977), this study 
examines the Commission’s methods of interpreting implicit claims in FTC decisions. Preston 
(1977) conducts an examination of decisions involving puffery in order to develop a typology 
that categorizes ten implications identified as deceptive by the FTC (Figure 4). Relying on 
Preston’s (1977) typology of deceptive implications, this study examines implied advertising 
claims included in recent FTC decisions rendered. A byproduct of this examination may be the 
identification of new types of deceptive implications as evidenced by recent FTC decisions.
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Type of Implication Description
The Expansion Implication The literal statement implies some false widening / expansion of value; 
greater value is implied by the true claim (e.g., Preparation H)
The Demonstration Implication The demonstration of one truthful effect is used to falsely imply the 
existence of another, greater effect (e.g., Baggies underwater)
The Inconspicuous 
Qualification Implication
An expanded claim is literally made and literally qualified. However, 
the qualification is so inconspicuous that the total message falsely 
implies the expanded claim, (e.g., Flame-retardant mattress pads)
The Inconspicuous Context 
Implication
The literal statement relies on the product in context. The claims of 
product plus context falsely imply that the expanded value will be 
received from the product alone, without context, (e.g. Carnation I.B.)
The Uniqueness Implication
A literal claim is expanded into a false implication that the product is 
unique; implication that only that product alone has certain features, 
(e.g., Crisco, frying chicken)
The Reasonable Basis 
Implication
A product claim falsely implies that the advertiser has a prior reasonable 
basis for believing it; whether the claim is true or not. Shifts burden of 
proof to respondent to show reasonable basis, (e.g., Firestone, stop 25% 
quicker) (scientific evidence)
The No Qualification 
Implication
A claim omits some important qualifying information that may be 
expected to affect consumers’ purchasing decisions. Omitted disclosure, 
(e.g., Grape-Nuts, Euell Gibbons, eating plants is safe)
The Significance Implication The false implication that a true fact matters when in fact it does not 
matter, (e.g., Gainsburgers, milk protein for dogs)
The Social Concerns 
Implication
The false implication that the product eliminates some social problem of 
broad public concern, (e.g., Standard Oil, eliminating pollutants)
The Third Party Implication By playing a significant role in advertising, someone other than the 
manufacturer implies that he supports the ad’s claims, (retailer endorse)
Other Identification of additional implications
Preston (1977)
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While a product can give a certain amount of value to a consumer, it may not be able to 
provide as much value as the consumer would like the product to be able to offer (Preston 1977). 
Hence, the advertiser may be tempted to convey the true (limited) value of a product in such a 
manner as to imply the greater value desired by the consumer (Preston 1977). Due to the 
inherent value potentially provided by certain types of products, such as health and safety, 
consumers may be more inclined to desire greater value from these products. Such consumer 
desire for greater value could cause advertisers to convey their message in such a manner that 
consumers will believe a greater value is implied. Stated more formally:
H3: The expansion implication will be identified more frequently in FTC decisions 
involving healthcare products than in FTC decisions involving other, non­
healthcare, products.
A comprehensive examination of the types of implied claims involved and the types of 
evidence presented in each case will provide a better understanding of the FTC’s procedures for 
interpreting implied claims. Ten hypotheses were developed in order to analyze the frequency of 
each of the ten implications included in the literature (Preston 1977) in regard to the type of 
internal evidence (Brandt and Preston 1977) presented by the FTC. For purposes of this study, 
deception per se refers to the FTC’s reliance on its own expertise and intuitive analyses. Other 
internal commission evidence includes explicit false representations, commission precedents, 
and court precedents. By examining the frequency of each type of implication in regard to the 
type of internal commission evidence presented, these hypotheses provide insight into the FTC’s 
procedures for interpreting implied advertising claims. These hypotheses are stated as follows.
H4(a): The expansion implication will be identified more frequently in FTC decisions 
involving deception per se than in FTC decisions including other forms o f 
internal commission evidence.
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H4(b) The FTC will identify the demonstration implication more frequently in cases 
involving deception per se than in cases involving other forms o f internal 
commission evidence.
H4(c) The inconspicuous qualification implication will be identified more frequently in 
FTC decisions involving deception per se than in FTC decisions including other 
forms o f internal commission evidence.
H4(d) The inconspicuous context implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f  
internal commission evidence.
H4(e) The uniqueness implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC decisions 
including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f internal 
commission evidence.
H4(f) The reasonable basis implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f  
internal commission evidence.
H4(g) The no qualification implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f  
internal commission evidence.
H4(h) The significance implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC decisions 
including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f internal 
commission evidence.
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H4(i) The social concerns implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f 
internal commission evidence.
H4(f) The third party implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC decisions 
including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f internal 
commission evidence.
Regulatory Predictability
The third objective of this study is to determine regulatory predictability regarding deception 
in advertising based on factors inherent in each case, such as: the type of implication identified, 
the type of advertising media used, and the type of industry involved. Because no prior research 
has been conducted in the area of determining regulatory predictability, three research questions 
(questions 4, 5, and 6) arise. In order to answer these research questions, three hypotheses are 
proposed.
Type of FTC Order and Implied Claims
It is proposed that the FTC will issue multiple (or severe) orders more frequently in cases 
where multiple implications are identified than in cases involving only one type of implied 
claim. This dimension of regulatory predictability suggests that the existence of multiple false 
implied advertising claims will result in more severe action on behalf of the FTC. Two types of 
orders are common to almost all types of FTC decisions: cease and desist and record keeping 
requirements. However, multiple (more than two) FTC orders are classified as severe, since the 
advertiser is subjected to increased penalties and requirements, such as: consumer redress, 
corrective advertising, and/or customer correction letters. Severe orders, such as consumer
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redress, can be extremely costly to advertisers. The hypothesis developed to test the frequency 
of multiple orders in relation to the existence of multiple adverting claims is:
H5: The FTC will issue severe orders more frequently in cases where multiple
implications are identified by the FTC than in cases where only one implication is 
cited by the FTC.
Type of Advertising Media and FTC Order
Different types of advertising media use varied techniques for presenting implied 
representations in advertising claims. In determining deception in implicit claims, the FTC 
examines the advertisement as a whole (not isolated excerpts) in order to assess the “net general 
impression” conveyed to the consumer by the advertisement (FTC 1983). Examination of 
certain factors: such as the placement of various phrases in the ad; the nature of the 
representation made; and the nature of the transaction; assist the FTC in determining the meaning 
derived from an implied claim (FTC 1983). Deception in advertising can depend upon the 
processing demands that an advertising representation requires from the consumer (Johar 1995). 
One variable shown to affect consumer motivation to process advertising representations is the 
consumer’s level of involvement with an advertisement (Johar 1995). Advertisements located in 
newspapers and magazines provide significantly more information to consumers than television 
advertisements (Abemethy and Franke 1998). Also, significant differences exist in consumer 
processing of print versus broadcast advertising media (Buchholz and Smith 1991). Due to the 
cognitive processing required, print media possesses less opportunity to influence low- 
involvement consumers. Broadcast media requires less cognitive effort, and is thereby better
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suited to influence low-involvement consumers (Buchholz and Smith 1991). The type of 
advertising media involved determines the amount of information available and affects the 
processing demands and motivation level of the consumer. Since deception can depend upon the 
processing demands the advertising claim places on the consumer, and because the advertising 
media affects consumer processing demands, it is proposed that the type of FTC order will vary 
depending on the type of advertising media involved.
H6: The FTC will issue multiple orders more frequently in cases where print advertising 
media is involved than in cases where non-print advertising media exists.
Type of Industry and FTC Order
Certain industries (health, safety), by their nature, are prone to increased scrutiny from 
government. For many types of products, such as medical devices, nonprescription drugs, and 
fire safety, assessment of product performance by ordinary consumers is difficult, and thus, 
consumer dissatisfaction cannot be corrected by market forces alone. According to FTC 
chairman, Robert Pitofsky, the FTC scrutinizes certain industries, such as health and safety, as 
part of its traditional responsibility; and those “posing risk of significant economic harm to 
consumers.” (Pitofsky 1996). Increased FTC scrutiny of certain industries can place firms in 
those industries at a greater risk for industry-specific regulation and potential litigation. 
Increased industry-specific regulation, as well as, increased governmental scrutiny can improve 
the FTC’s ability to successfully prove deception in cases involving firms categorized in 
particular industries. Therefore, the type of FTC order will vary according to the type of industry
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involved. Two hypotheses were developed in order to examine the frequency of FTC orders in 
relation to the type of industry category involved.
H7(a): The FTC will issue multiple orders more frequently in cases involving consumer 
safety products than in cases involving other, non-consumer safety, products 
(consumer healthcare and other products).
H7(b): The FTC will issue multiple orders more frequently in cases involving consumer 
healthcare products than in cases involving other products (non- healthcare and 
non-safety products).
Chapter three details the research methodology employed in this study. Also, proposed data 
collection and analyses are included in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Ambiguity in the FTC’s guidelines regarding deception in advertising continues to impede 
advertisers’ ability to reduce potentially deceptive advertising claims (Owen and Plyler 1991). A 
primary goal of this study is to gain a clearer understanding of ways to identify and interpret 
deception in advertising. The purpose of this study, therefore, is to gain insight into the 
regulatory predictability of deception in advertising. This will be accomplished through a content 
analysis of the legal parameters involved in FTC decisions rendered during a nine-year period 
from 1990 through 1998.
CONTENT ANALYSIS
Content analysis is a research methodology that is used in both academic and in applied 
situations (Davis 1997). Content analysis is a scientific, objective, systematic, quantitative, and 
generalizable description of the content of communications (Kassarjian 1977). That is, content 
analysis is a research method that uses specific procedures in order to make valid inferences from 
text (Weber 1990). This research methodology has opened new avenues for research, including 
studies of deception in advertising (Kassarjian 1977). “Content analysis can assess the effects of 
environmental variables (e.g., regulatory, economic, and cultural) and source characteristics (such 
as attractiveness, credibility, and likeability) on message content, in addition to the effects 
(cognitive, affective, and behavioral) of different kinds of message content on receiver responses” 
(Kolbe and Burnett 1991, p. 244). Content analysis is most useful whenever documentary 
evidence is available. This is because content analysis categorizes textual information to reduce 
large amounts of material to manageable bits of data (Weber 1990). The categories used in
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content analysis, which represent the purpose, the theoretical development, and the hypotheses 
development of the study, are the conceptual scheme of the research design. Hence, content 
analysis is only as valuable as its categories (Kassarjian 1977).
Researchers agree that content analysis must meet three criteria; that is, be: (1) objective;
(2) systematic; and (3) quantitative (Kassarjian 1977):
(1) Objectivity gives scientific standing to content analysis methodology by requiring that 
all steps in the research process are conducted according to an explicit set of guidelines 
that minimize subjectivity. Therefore, content categories should be defined in such a way 
that different individuals code the same text in the exact manner.
(2) Systematic refers to the application of consistently applied rules regarding the inclusion 
and exclusion of analysis categories. These consistently applied rules must be designed to 
secure relevant data based on the theory and hypotheses development of the research 
design. That is, researcher bias must be eliminated so that the findings have both 
theoretical relevance and generalizability.
(3) Quantification demands that the data are amenable to statistical methodology for 
purposes of interpretation and inference of the findings. The characteristic of 
quantification is what separates content analysis from the process of simple critical reading 
(Kassarjian 1977).
Reliability
The most critical problems associated with content analysis relate to the data-reduction 
process by which numerous words of text are classified into fewer content categories (Weber
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1990). Ambiguity in word meanings, definitions of categories, and/or variables, creates problems 
in reliability and validity in research design. To make valid inferences from text, it is crucial that 
the classification scheme be reliable (Weber 1990). Three types of reliability associated with 
content analysis are: (1) stability, (2) reproducibility, and (3) accuracy (Krippendorff 1980).
(1) Stability refers to consistency in content classification over time. That is, stability 
exists to the extent that the same content is coded in an identical manner more than once 
by the same coder (Weber 1990). If only one person is coding, then stability is considered 
the weakest form of reliability.
(2) Reproducibility, or inter-coder reliability, refers to the consistency between different 
coders. In order for a classification scheme to be reliable, it must be consistent. That is, 
different individuals should code the same text in the exact manner. High intercoder 
reliability is a minimum standard for reliable content analysis (Weber 1990). Classification 
by multiple human coders allows for the quantitative assessment to achieve reliability 
(Weber 1990). In general, reported reliability in the literature is quite high. That is, 
researchers can be satisfied with coefficients of reliability above 85 percent (Kassarjian 
1977).
(3) Accuracy, or the strongest form of reliability, refers to the comparison of the 
classification scheme to a pre-established standard or norm. Since established standard 
coding schemes for text are rarely formally pre-determined, accuracy is seldom applied in 
the assessment of reliability in content analysis (Weber 1990).
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Validity
The validity of the content variables, as based on content classification, creates even more 
challenging problems. Regarding content analysis, two categories of validity are pertinent: face 
validity and external validity. The classification scheme must generate variables that are valid 
(Weber 1990). Face validity is determined by the level of correspondence between two sets of 
items, such as concepts, variables, or methods. A content analysis variable has face validity to the 
extent that the variable measures the construct that has been developed or that it is intended to 
measure. Content analysts often rely extensively on face validity (Weber 1990).
The second category of validity, external validity, involves the generalizability of the research 
results, inferences, and theory. There are four types of external validity pertinent to content 
analysis: (1) construct validity, (2) hypothesis validity, (3) predictive validity, and (4) semantic 
validity:
(1) Construct validity, which may be classified into convergent and discriminant validity, 
refers to the generalizability of the construct across different measures (Weber 1990). 
That is, a measure has high construct validity when it positively correlates with different 
measures of the same construct (convergent validity), and also, to the extent that it is 
uncorrelated with measures of dissimilar constructs (discriminant validity) (Weber1990).
(2) Hypotheses validity refers to the correspondence among variables, as well as the 
correspondence between theory and relationships (Weber 1990). Hypothesis validity is 
determined by the extent to which a measure, in relation to other variables, behaves as it is 
expected or hypothesized.
(3) Predictive validity refers to the ability of inferences from data to be successfully 
generalized to situations beyond the study. The predictions may involve past, future,
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and/or concurrent conditions. Predictive validity is meaningful, especially for purposes of 
practical application, since the results may be generalized to predict events beyond the 
control of the researcher.
(4) Semantic validity refers to the level of agreement on the meanings or connotations of 
words according to those familiar with the terminology and language. That is, to increase 
semantic validity in content categories, words with multiple meanings/connotations should 
be avoided in the classification process. Also, there should be agreement, according to 
those familiar with the terminology, that words placed in the same category have similar 
meanings/connotations.
METHOD OF DATA GATHERING 
Federal Trade Commission Decisions
For purposes of this study, data are obtained via a comprehensive examination of Federal 
Trade Commission administratively adjudicated decisions. The complete set of 300 administrative 
decisions, recorded in published volumes of Federal Trade Commission Decisions from 1990 
through 1998, was examined. Federal Trade Commission administrative decisions are published 
annually by the Commission. The FTC decisions are compiled by the Information Management 
Branch of the Office of the Deputy Executive Director for Planning and Information, and the 
decisions are published by the U.S. Government Printing Office. All of the decisions published 
between 1990 and 1998 relating to deceptive advertising (violations of Sections 5 and 12 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act), in which the Commission made a formal finding that a 
representation was or was not deceptive, were analyzed. For purposes of consistency and 
reliability, FTC decisions involving other violations (Truth in Lending Act, Consumer Leasing
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Act, Regulation Z, etc...) are not included in this analysis. Each published Commission decision 
includes detailed transcript information regarding: appearances for the Commission; appearances 
for the respondent; the complaint; findings of facts; exhibits (copies of challenged advertisements); 
evidence presented; decisions and orders; and any concurring/dissenting statements made by 
individual Commissioners. Each FTC administrative decision is identified by an assigned docket 
number, and dated according to both the complaint and decision. Due to the delay in the 
publication process, decisions rendered after 1998 were not available in published form at the time 
of this study.
DEFINITIONS OF CODING CONCEPTS 
Evidence of Deception
This study includes numerous concepts related to the coding process. The coding concepts 
relating to evidence of deception are derived from the classification scheme developed by Brandt 
and Preston (1977) (Figure 5). Additional examples of categories of evidence, which were not 
included in Brandt and Preston (1977), are also included in this study. The additional examples 
added to this analysis reflect changes in the types of evidence of deception presented since the 
Brandt and Preston (1977) study. This study classifies evidence of deception into four categories 
(Figure 4). There are two categories of internal evidence: (Group I) internal Commission 
evidence and (Group II) precedential evidence. Examples of Group I, internal Commission 
evidence, include deception per se and explicit false representations. Examples of Group II, 
precedential evidence, include precedents set by the Commission and precedents set by the 
appeals courts. There are also two categories of external evidence: (Group III) external non­
consumer evidence and (Group IV) external consumer evidence. Group III, the category of
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external non-consumer evidence, includes: expert witness testimony, respondent testimony, 
accepted marketing principles, and trade understanding. Group IV, the category of external 
consumer (behavioral) evidence, consists of: consumer testimony, market research, copy tests, 
surveys presented by respondents, and surveys presented by the Commission.
Figure 5
Classification Scheme: Categories of Evidence of Deception
Category Descriptive Category Title Category Examples
Group I Internal Commission Evidence
Explicit False Representation 
Deception Per Se
Group II Precedential Evidence Commission Precedents 
Court Precedents
Group III External Non-Consumer Evidence
Dictionary Definitions -  FTC
Trade Literature - FTC 
Expert Testimony -  FTC / Respondent 
Respondent Testimony 
Accepted Marketing Principles 
Other Documentary Evidence -  FTC
Group IV External Consumer Evidence
Consumer Testimony -  Respondent 
Copy Tests -  FTC / Respondent 
Focus Group -  FTC / Respondent 
Other Consumer-oriented -  
FT C/Respondent
Brandt and Preston (1977)
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Implied Advertising Claims
The coding concepts related to implied claims are derived from Preston’s (1977) typology of 
deceptive implications (Figure 6).
Figure 6
Typology of Deceptive Implications
Type of Implication Description
The Expansion Implication The literal statement implies some false widening / expansion of value; 
greater value is implied by the true claim (e.g., Preparation H)
The Demonstration Implication The demonstration of one truthful effect is used to falsely imply the 
existence of another, greater effect (e.g., Baggies underwater)
The Inconspicuous Qualification 
Implication
An expanded claim is literally made and literally qualified. However, the 
qualification is so inconspicuous that the total message falsely implies the 
expanded claim, (e.g., Flame-retardant mattress pads)
The Inconspicuous Context 
Implication
The literal statement relies on the product in context. The claims of 
product plus context falsely imply that the expanded value will be 
received from the product alone, without context, (e.g. Carnation I.B.)
The Uniqueness Implication
A literal claim is expanded into a false implication that the product is 
unique; implication that only that product alone has certain features, 
(e.g., Crisco, frying chicken)
The Reasonable Basis Implication
A product claim falsely implies that the advertiser has a prior reasonable 
basis for believing it; whether the claim is true or not. Shifts burden of 
proof to respondent to show reasonable basis, (e.g., Firestone, stop 25% 
quicker) (scientific evidence)
The No Qualification Implication
A claim omits some important qualifying information that may be 
expected to affect consumers’ purchasing decisions. Omitted disclosure, 
(e.g., Grape-Nuts, Euell Gibbons, eating plants is safe)
The Significance Implication The false implication that a true fact matters when in fact it does not 
matter, (e.g., Gainsburgers, milk protein for dogs)
The Social Concerns Implication The false implication that the product eliminates some social problem of 
broad public concern, (e.g., Standard Oil, eliminating pollutants)
The Third Party Implication By playing a significant role in advertising, someone other than the 
manufacturer implies that he supports the ad’s claims, (retailer endorse)
Other Identification of additional categories of implications
Preston (1977)
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The standards that the FTC uses to interpret implied advertising claims are crucial to the 
equitable regulation of advertising (Owen and Plyler 1991). This study categorizes implied 
representations into ten categories by relying on Preston’s (1977) typology of deceptive 
implications. Additional categories of deceptive implications may be identified in this study as 
evidenced by recent FTC decisions.
Regulatory Predictability
The coding concepts related to regulatory predictability are categorized as: the type of FTC 
order rendered, the type of advertising media used, and the type of industry category (Figure 7).
Figure 7
Concept Categories Related to Regulatory Predictability
Type of FTC Order Type of Advertising Media Type of Industry Category
Cease and Desist Print Consumer Healthcare
Corrective Advertising TV Consumer Safety
Consumer Redress Internet Other Products (Non-health
Disclosure Requirement Radio and Safety)
Customer Correction Letter Mailings
Three-year Record Keeping 
Five-year Record Keeping 
Other Orders
Yellow Pages
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This study proposes that the frequency of implications identified can affect the severity of FTC 
orders. Hence, the type of FTC order rendered will vary according to the type of implication 
presented. This study also proposes that the type of FTC order will vary depending upon the type 
of advertising media involved since different types of advertising media provide varied degrees of 
information to consumers. Lastly, because certain industries (e.g., health and safety) by their 
nature are prone to increased government scrutiny, this study proposes that the FTC order 
rendered will vary according to the type of industry involved.
CONTENT CATEGORIES, CODE BOOK, AND CODE SHEET
In content analysis, the conceptual framework of the research design is based upon the 
categories of interest and their specific dimensions. Categories of interest are used to represent 
the universe of information that will be extracted during the content analysis (Davis 1997). The 
content categories are selected in such a way as to represent the purpose, the theoretical 
development, and the hypotheses development of the study (Kassarjian 1977). The specific 
categories, and their dimensions, must be relevant to the goals and objectives of the content 
analysis (Davis 1997). It is crucial that the set of content categories be comprehensive so as not 
to exclude important data (Davis 1997). Furthermore, the measure of reliability depends upon the 
researcher’s ability to construct categories and convey the definitions of these categories to 
competent judges (Kassarjian 1977).
To provide a reference of the content analysis, the definitions of all relevant terms related to 
the content categories are listed in a code book that can provide a common frame of reference for 
all coders. This common frame of reference increases the chances that independent coders will
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view and respond to the same stimulus in a similar manner; thereby, increasing objectivity (Davis 
1997).
A code sheet is used in order to assess inter-coder reliability or reproducibility. The code 
sheet, which is similar to a survey questionnaire, is used by the independent coders to record their 
observations. The code sheet must be clearly designed and provide detailed instructions for the 
recording of data by judges. Judges work independently and record their observations on the 
code sheet. Therefore, reliability in coding is evidenced when two judges independently assign 
the same code to the same dimension in the content categories.
SELECTION OF JUDGES
Researchers agree that content analysis must be objective (Kassarjian 1977; Kolbe and Burnett 
1991; Davis 1997). Objectivity in content analysis is enhanced when:
(1) there are clear and objective rules for advertising selection and examination;
(2) coding categories are well defined;
(3) coders are well-trained and work independently of one another; and
(4) data analysis is appropriate to the measurement level of data collected (Davis 1997).
Reproducibility, or inter-coder reliability, refers to the level of consistency between different 
judges in the coding process. Classification by more than one human coder allows the 
quantitative assessment to achieve reliability (Weber 1990). A  crucial factor in the success of this 
measure is the researcher’s ability to formulate content categories with definitions that allow 
judges to agree on the items that belong in a particular category and those that do not (Kassarjian 
1977). Detailed coding instructions and procedures reduce judges’ subjective biases and allow a
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system for replication (Kolbe and Burnett 1991). Therefore, the use of multiple, trained, 
independent judges enhances the objectivity of a study (Kolbe and Burnett 1991).
Judges were selected and trained after the code book and code sheet were developed. Davis 
(1997) suggests that two or more independent individuals of similar background and training 
should be selected as judges / independent coders. In a review of content analysis research in 128 
consumer behavior/marketing articles, Kolbe and Burnett (1991) found that the use of two coders 
is the most frequent. Coder independence from each other, and from the principal researcher, is 
also crucial. For this study, two judges, one female and one male were selected. Both judges 
possess similar educational, cultural, and economic backgrounds; and each judge possesses study 
at the university level and professional expertise/certification in the field of accounting.
Training of Judges
The judges were trained to insure that each possessed an in-depth understanding of the 
previously defined concept categories. Each judge was provided with individual copies of Figures 
4, 5, and 6; a copy of the code book; and a copy of the code sheet. The concepts included in 
Figures 4, 5, and 6; the code book; and the code sheet were explained to each judge in detail.
All content analyses can be improved through pretesting and subsequent revision of the 
research design. Pretesting in content analysis also improves content category definitions, 
category structure, and coding procedures (Davis 1997). Coders were trained separately, and 
time was allotted in each training session for open discussion/questions to resolve any potential 
ambiguity. Following the training of coders, a pretest was conducted using a set of FTC decisions 
rendered prior to 1990 which were not included in this study. The responses revealed by the 
pretest were analyzed and used to reevaluate content category definitions and category structure.
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Following the pretest, coders worked independently to observe and record their observations on
the code sheet.
METHOD OF ANALYZING DATA
A Code Sheet was developed using information provided in FTC decisions rendered from 
1990 through 1998. The judges coded the concepts in the 300 FTC decisions according to the 
category dimensions. A reproducibility check was then made by comparing the coding of content 
categories to assess inter-coder (category) reliability. Low levels of inter-coder reliability can 
reduce the level of confidence in the data (Davis 1997). Holsti (1969) suggests that inter-coder 
reliability for nominal data be determined by assessing the overall percentage of agreement 
between coders. For purposes of this study, inter-coder reliability was assessed by calculating the 
percentage of times that both coders independently assigned the same code to the same content 
category.
In content analysis, data analysis often begins with descriptive statistics such as percentages, 
means, medians, and modes (Davis 1997). Analysis of frequencies, One Sample t-tests, and 
Independent Samples t-tests were computed using SPSS 10.1. An analysis of calculated 
measures, which are variables formed using a combination of existing variables, followed the 
analysis of coded variables. Calculated measures reflect the researcher’s analytical needs specific 
to the particular content analysis (Davis 1997). To gain a deeper insight into how to identify and 
interpret deception in advertising, cross-tabulations and significance testing of hypotheses were 
performed. The results and findings of these tests are presented in Chapter Four. Extensions 
and/or modifications of existing theory based upon these results are explored in Chapter Five of 
this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS OF DATA
Chapter Four discusses the methodology surrounding data collection, as well as testing of 
the hypotheses. In addition, the study’s results and findings are presented in this chapter. 
Chapter Five will detail the implications of the results of the hypotheses testing.
COLLECTION OF DATA
A content analysis of 300 FTC decisions rendered over the nine-year period, from 1990 
through 1998, was conducted. For purposes of this study, data were obtained via a 
comprehensive examination of Federal Trade Commission administratively adjudicated 
decisions. The complete set of 300 administrative decisions, recorded in published volumes of 
Federal Trade Commission Decisions from 1990 through 1998 was analyzed. Federal Trade 
Commission administrative decisions are published annually by the Commission and are 
compiled by the Information Management Branch of the Office of the Deputy Executive 
Director for Planning and Information, and then published by the U.S. Government Printing 
Office. All decisions published between 1990 and 1998, in which the Commission made a 
formal finding that a representation was deceptive, were included in this study.
Davis (1997) suggests that two or more independent individuals of similar background 
and training should be selected as judges/independent coders. For this study, two judges, one 
female and one male, were utilized. Both judges possess similar educational, cultural, and 
economic backgrounds; and each judge completed study at the university level and earned 
professional expertise/certification in the field of accounting.
Content analyses can be improved through pre-testing and subsequent revision of the 
research design. Pre-testing in content analysis also improves content category definitions,
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category structure, and coding procedures (Davis 1997). Coders were trained separately and 
time was allotted in each training session for open discussion/questions to resolve any potential 
ambiguity. Following the training of coders, a pretest was independently conducted using a set 
of FTC decisions rendered in 1989—a year that was not included in this study. The responses 
revealed by the pretest were analyzed and used to evaluate content category definitions and 
category structure. Following the pretest, several revisions were made to the content category 
definitions and category structures of the survey.
The judges independently coded the content categories contained in the 300 FTC 
decisions and recorded his/her responses on a computer spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel/Lotus 123 
compatible), designed to enhance the coding process. The data spreadsheets (code sheets) were 
collected from each judge, and reviewed for completeness. While all 300 FTC decisions were 
coded by the judges, one of the cases was eliminated by the author. This particular decision was 
inconsistent with the other 299 decisions. One FTC decision involved a modifying order related 
to a decision rendered prior to the time period included in this study. Therefore, for consistency 
purposes, this decision was eliminated from the data analysis. The judges completed coding the 
content categories included in the FTC decisions over a three-week period in the fall of 2002. 
The code sheet is attached as Exhibit 2.
AGREEMENT OF CODING BETWEEN JUDGES
Reproducibility, or inter-coder reliability, refers to the consistency between independent 
coders. In order for a classification scheme to be reliable, it must be consistent. That is, 
different individuals should code the same text in the exact manner. High inter-coder reliability 
is a minimum standard for reliable content analysis (Weber 1990). Classification by multiple
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human coders allows the quantitative assessment to achieve reliability (Weber 1990). In general, 
reported reliability in the literature is quite high. Researchers can be satisfied with coefficients 
of reliability above 80% (Kassarjian 1977).
Reliability in coding is evidenced when two judges independently assign the same code 
to the equivalent dimension in the content categories. Holsti (1969) suggests that inter-coder 
reliability for nominal data be determined by assessing the overall percentage of agreement 
between coders. For purposes of this study inter-coder reliability was assessed by calculating the 
percentage of times that both coders independently assigned the same code to the identical 
content category. Figure 8 lists the percentage of agreement between coders for each content 
category. “Type of implication” is the only content category that required subjective decision­
making on behalf of the judges. The data required for each of the remaining categories is clearly 
defined and objectively listed in each case. Both judges have education and experience in 
researching tax cases. Their knowledge of court case methodology enabled them to identify the 
objective data for the content categories. However, the subjective nature of the type of 
implication category required intuitive reasoning, and was the category of most concern for inter­
coder reliability. Definitions for each of the dimensions included in the type of implication 
category were redefined, and specific criteria were designated following weaknesses discovered 
in the pretest. Only one dimension, “other implications,” did not meet the minimum requirement 
of 80% for inter-coder reliability. This dimension was not used in any of the hypotheses testing. 
The “other implications” dimension will be discussed in Chapter 5. All cases that resulted in a 
coding disagreement were reviewed and resolved of discrepancies.
Coder reliability percentages for the type of advertising media category are not included 
in Figure 8. The coding concepts (print, TV, radio, internet, mailings, yellow pages) included in
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this category are clearly listed and detailed in each case. The clearly stated and defined nature of 
these concepts in each case resulted in 100% coder agreement for this entire category.
Figure 8
Percentage Agreement between Coders
Coding Categories Percentage Coding Categories Percentage
Internal Commission Evidence
Explicit false claims 96% 
Deception per se 96%
Internal Precedent Evidence
Commission precedent 100% 
Court precedent 100%
External Non-consumer Evidence
Trade literature -  FTC 98.7% 
Trade literature -  Respondent 98.9% 
Expert testimony -  FTC 100% 
Expert testimony -  Respondent 100% 
Respondent Testimony 99.3% 
Other documentary evidence -  FTC 99.3% 
Other documentary evidence -  Resp. 99.7%
External Consumer Evidence
Consumer testimony - Respondent 98.3% 
Copy test -  Respondent 97.7% 
Copy test -  FTC 99.3% 
Focus group -  Respondent 99% 
Other consumer-oriented -  Resp. 98.6% 




Inconspicuous qualification 100% 
Inconspicuous context 84.6% 
Uniqueness 92.3% 
Reasonable basis 86.3% 
No qualification 88.3% 
Significance 100% 
Social concerns 85.3% 
Third party 81.4% 
Other 76%
Tvpe of FTC Order
Corrective advertising 911V 
Consumer redress 87 7V 
Disclosure order 96 7V
Customer correction letter.... , 93.6%I hree-year records ....j  93.6% Five-year records
Other 881/0 
Type of Industry
Consumer healthcare 91.7% 
Consume safety 95.9% 
Other
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RESULTS OF TESTING RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
SPSS 10.1 was employed to test each of the hypotheses included in this study. Eight 
categories of data and forty-five variables were coded by the judges. In addition, several 
variables, or calculated measures, based upon existing variables were created by the author. 
Frequencies were calculated, and to determine if the results were statistically meaningful, /-tests 
that employed the One Sample / Test and the Independent-Samples / Test in SPSS 10.1 were run. 
The confidence level for each /-test was set at 95%.
Evidence of Deception
The first category of hypotheses relates to the evidence presented in the decisions 
analyzed. The first hypotheses relating to the evidence of deception dimension involves the 
FTC’s use of external and internal evidence, and is as follows:
HI (a): The Commission has relied on external evidence more frequently than internal 
evidence to support its allegations o f deception in advertising in FTC litigation 
from 1990 to 1998.
In order to test this hypothesis, the data related to the categories of FTC internal evidence and 
FTC external evidence were examined. The majority of the decisions rendered by the FTC are 
classified as consent agreements. Of the 299 cases analyzed, 290 were classified as consent 
agreements, and 9 were classified as final orders. In consent agreements, the respondent does 
not admit guilt, but does agree to abide by the FTC’s orders. Flence, external evidence is not 
normally presented in consent agreements.
Since only the cases classified as final orders are subject to or involve external evidence, the 
cases classified as consent agreements were not included in the testing of this hypothesis. As
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Figure 9 reveals, the FTC presented external evidence in 6 of the 9 cases classified as final 
orders. The One Sample t Test using SPSS 10.1 was used to test this hypothesis. According to 
the results, HI (a) was not supported. As indicated, even in the cases classified as final orders, 
the FTC relied upon internal evidence more often than external evidence. The implications of 
the small number of observations (less than 30) will be discussed in Chapter Five.
Figure 9





Internal Evidence Total cases
FTC
# of cases 6 9 9
% of cases 66.7% 100%
/-value
df
level of significance 
(test value = .5)
N.S.
The second hypothesis regarding evidence of deception analyzes the FTC’s use of consumer,
as well as, the FTC’s reliance on non-consumer evidence. That is:
Hl(b): The Commission has relied on external consumer evidence more frequently than 
external non-consumer evidence to support its allegations o f deception in 
advertising in FTC litigation from 1990 to 1998.
Data relating to the categories of FTC consumer evidence and FTC non-consumer evidence were 
examined in order to test this hypothesis. Both of these categories are classified as FTC external 
evidence. The same methodology as employed in the testing of HI (a) was used in the testing of
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Hl(b). Only those cases subject to the presence of external evidence were included in the testing 
of this hypothesis. As Figure 10 reveals, 3 of these cases included the FTC’s use of consumer 
evidence, while 6 of these cases involved the FTC’s reliance on non-consumer evidence. 
According to the data, Hl(b) was not supported. In the decisions analyzed, the FTC relied upon 
non-consumer evidence more often than consumer evidence. The implications of the small 
number of observations will be discussed in Chapter Five.
Figure 10
Results of Analysis of the FTC’s Use of External Consumer Evidence 





consumer Evidence Total cases
FTC
# of cases 3 6 9
% of cases 33.3% 66.7%
f-value 
df
level of significance 
(test value = .5)
N.S.
The third hypothesis relating to the dimension of evidence of deception examines the
respondent’s use of internal and external evidence, and is as follows:
H2(a): Respondents have relied on external evidence more frequently than internal 
evidence to defend against allegations o f deception in advertising in FTC 
litigation from 1990 to 1998.
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In order to test this hypothesis, the data assigned to the categories of respondent internal 
evidence and respondent external evidence were analyzed. Since only the cases classified as 
final orders are subject to or involve external evidence, the cases classified as consent 
agreements were not included in the testing of this hypothesis. As Figure 11 reveals, the 
respondent presented external evidence in 6 of the 9 cases classified as final orders. According 
to the results of the One Sample t test, Hl(b) was not supported. While the respondent relied on 
external evidence six times as often as internal evidence, the implications of the results are 
restricted by the low number of observations. This issue will be addressed in the final chapter.
Figure 11




















level of significance 
(test value = .5)
N.S.
The last hypothesis relating to the evidence of deception dimension analyzes the respondent’s
use of consumer evidence, as well as, non-consumer external evidence. Stated more formally:
H2(b): Respondents have relied on external consumer evidence more frequently than 
external non-consumer evidence to defend against allegations o f deception in 
advertising in FTC litigation from 1990 to 1998.
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Data relating to the categories of respondent consumer evidence and respondent non-consumer 
evidence were examined in order to test this hypothesis. Both of these categories are classified 
as respondent external evidence. The same methodology as employed in the testing of the 
previous hypotheses in this category was used in the testing of H2(b). Only those cases subject 
to the presence of external evidence were included in the testing of this hypothesis. As Figure 12 
reveals, four of these cases included the respondent’s use of consumer evidence. According to 
the data, H2(b) was not supported. The respondent relied on non-consumer evidence more often 
than consumer evidence in cases subject to the use of external evidence. The implications of the 
small number of observations will be discussed in Chapter Five.
Figure 12
Results of Analysis of the Respondent’s Use of External Consumer Evidence 





















level of significance 
(test value = .5)
N.S.
Implied Advertising Claims
The second category of hypotheses relates to the types of implications identified in the FTC 
decisions analyzed. The first hypothesis regarding implied advertising claims examines the 
expansion implication and the consumer healthcare industry. That is:
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H3: The expansion implication will he identified more frequently in FTC decisions 
involving healthcare products than in FTC decisions involving other, non­
healthcare, products.
Based on the coding by judges, each of the 299 cases was identified as either consumer 
healthcare industry (1) or non-consumer healthcare industry (consumer safety and other 
products) (0). Therefore, two independent samples were created to test for the presence of a 
common variable: the expansion implication. The purpose of this hypothesis is to see if a 
significant difference exists between the two industry categories in relation to the expansion 
implication. According to the data, 165 of the 299 cases involved the consumer healthcare 
industry, and the remaining 134 cases related to the non-consumer healthcare industry. Of the 73 
cases that involved the expansion implication, 55 were associated with the consumer healthcare 
industry, and 18 related to the non-consumer healthcare industry. An Independent-Samples t 
Test using SPSS 10.1 was conducted in order to determine if, in relation to the expansion 
implication, a significant difference between the two groups - consumer healthcare industry and 
non-consumer healthcare industry - existed.
The results for this test are listed in Figure 13. Based upon these findings, H3 was supported. 
Using Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances, an F-value was calculated to determine if a 
significant difference in the variances of the two distributions existed (heteroschedasticity). 
Since the null hypothesis assumes equal variances, a significant F-value requires that the unequal 
variances test be used to test the hypothesis. According to the data, Levene’s test revealed 
significant differences between the variances of the two distributions of the consumer healthcare 
industry and the non-consumer healthcare industry. In that Levene’s test indicated a significant 
difference in the variances at p < .001, the unequal variance t test was used to determine the
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significance level for testing this hypothesis. The /-value for the unequal variance test was 
significant at p < .001.
The results of this test of proportions between two independent samples indicate that the FTC 
is more likely to identify the expansion implication in cases involving consumer healthcare 
products than in cases involving other, non-consumer healthcare, products. Marketers of 
consumer healthcare products should be aware of the tendency for consumers to desire expanded 
benefits from these types of products. The desire to receive expanded benefits may cause 
consumers, and consequently the FTC, to identify implications of benefits that expand beyond 
the literal meanings of the representations. Marketers of consumer healthcare products should 
also be careful in designing advertisements so as not to imply expanded benefits.
Figure 13








Total cases 165 134 299
Expansion Implication
# of cases 55 18 73
% of cases 33.3% 13.4%
F-value (Levene’s) 79.455




level of significance p < .001
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In order to test H4(a) through H4(j), data included in the internal commission evidence 
categories (group I and group II on the code sheet) were analyzed. This category was divided 
into two independent samples: cases involving deception per se and cases involving other 
internal commission evidence (explicit false claims, commission precedents, and court 
precedents). The deception per se dimension contained 253 cases, and the other internal 
commission evidence group contained 46 cases. The Independent-Samples t Test in SPSS 10.1 
was then used to test each of the hypotheses (H4(a) through H4(j)) relating to implied advertising 
claims. In the testing procedure, deception per se was used as the grouping variable while each 
implication was used as the testing variable
The second hypothesis relating to implied advertising claims involves the expansion 
implication. That is:
H4(a): The expansion implication will be identified more frequently in FTC decisions 
involving deception per se than in FTC decisions including other forms o f 
internal commission evidence.
To test this hypothesis, data regarding the expansion implication and data relating to internal 
commission evidence were analyzed. As mentioned, the internal commission evidence category 
was divided into cases involving deception per se and those including other internal commission 
evidence. As Figure 14 reveals, 73 of the 299 cases involved the expansion implication. Sixty- 
six of these expansion implication cases were included in the 253 cases involving deception per 
se. The same procedures as discussed in H3 were used to test this hypothesis. Levene’s test 
indicated a significant difference in the variances for the two groups -  cases involving deception 
per se and those involving other internal commission evidence. Since Levene’s test was 
significant at p < .001, the unequal variances test was used to test this hypothesis. Based upon
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the data, H4(a) was not supported. These results indicate that there is not a significant difference 
in the FTC’s identification of the expansion implication in cases involving deception per se 
versus cases including other types of internal commission evidence.
Figure 14





Deception per se )
Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Expansion Implication
# of cases 66 1 73
% of cases 26.1% 15.2%
F-value (Levene’s) 13.415





The third hypothesis regarding implied advertising claims relates to the demonstration
implication and is as follows:
H4(b) The FTC will identify the demonstration implication more frequently in cases 
involving deception per se than in cases involving other forms of internal 
commission evidence.
In order to test this hypothesis, data regarding the demonstration implication and data relating to 
the internal commission evidence category were analyzed. Once again, the internal commission
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evidence category was divided into two independent groups: cases involving deception per se 
and cases involving other internal commission evidence. As Figure 15 reveals, 5 of the 6 cases 
involving the expansion implication were included in cases involving deception per se. Levene’s 
test reveals no significant difference between the variances of the two independent distributions. 
Hence, the slightly more powerful equal variances t test was used to test this hypothesis. Based 
upon the data, H4(b) was not supported. While the results were not statistically significant, it is 
worthwhile to note that the FTC did rely on deception per se in five out of the six cases where 
the demonstration implication was present. The demonstration implication was not included in a 
sufficient number of cases to gain any meaningful insight from the data except to conclude that 
this type of implication is not often identified by the FTC.
Figure 15
Results of Analysis of the Demonstration Implication and Internal Commission Evidence
Deception per se
(coded: 0, 2)
Other Internal Evidence 
(No Deception per s e ) Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Demonstration Implication
# of cases 5 1 6
% of cases 2% 2.17%
F-value (Levene’s) .031
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The fourth hypothesis relating to the dimension of implied advertising claims involves the 
inconspicuous qualification. That is:
H4(c) The inconspicuous qualification implication will be identified more frequently in 
FTC decisions involving deception per se than in FTC decisions including other 
forms o f internal commission evidence.
In order to test this hypothesis, the inconspicuous qualification implication data were analyzed. 
The internal commission evidence category was divided into two independent samples: cases 
involving deception per se and cases including other internal commission evidence. 
Accordingly, the inconspicuous qualification implication was included in only 4 of the 299 
cases. As Figure 16 reveals, two of these four inconspicuous qualification implications were 
found in cases involving deception per se and two were involved in cases related to other internal 
commission evidence. Levene’s test for equality of variances reveals a significant difference in 
the variances between these two groups. Therefore, an unequal variance t test was used to test 
this hypothesis. Based upon the data, H4(c) was not supported. The inconspicuous qualification 
implication was not included in a sufficient number of cases to gain any meaningful perspective 
from the data. According to the data, the FTC relies upon the inconspicuous qualification 
implication in less than 1.5% (4 out of 299) of decisions rendered.
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Figure 16
Results of Analysis of the Inconspicuous Qualification Implication





Deception per s e ) Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Inconspicuous Qualification
# of cases 2 2 4
% of cases 0.79% 4.34%
F-value (Levene’s) 14.973





The fifth hypothesis regarding implied advertising claims involves the inconspicuous context
implication and is as follows:
H4(d) The inconspicuous context implication will be identified more frequently in FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f  
internal commission evidence.
The data regarding the inconspicuous context implication were analyzed to test this hypothesis. 
The internal commission evidence category was grouped into two independent samples: cases 
including deception per se and cases involving other internal commission evidence. The 
inconspicuous context implication was included in 13 of the 299 cases. As Figure 17 reveals, 12
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of the cases involving the inconspicuous context implication were included in the group of cases 
involving deception per se. According to Levene’s test for equality of variances, there was not a 
significant difference between the variances of the cases involving deception per se and the cases 
including other internal commission evidence. Hence, the t test for equal variances was used to 
test this hypothesis. Based upon the data, H4(d) was not supported. The results confirm that in 
cases where the inconspicuous context implication is present, no significant difference exists 
between the FTC’s use of deception per se and the FTC’s use of other internal commission 
evidence. However, in the interpretation of these results, the implications small number of 
observations (13) cannot be ignored.
Figure 17
Resuits of Analysis of the Inconspicuous Context Implication 





Deception per se )
Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Inconspicuous Context
# of cases 12 1 13
% of cases 4.74% 2.17%
F-value (Levene’s) 2.578
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The sixth hypothesis regarding the dimension o f implied advertising analyzes the uniqueness
implication and is as follows:
H4(e) The uniqueness implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC decisions 
including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f internal 
commission evidence.
In order to test this hypothesis, data regarding the uniqueness implication were analyzed. Under 
the internal commission evidence category, two independent samples were formed: 235 cases 
involving deception per se and 46 cases including other internal commission evidence. 
According to the data, the uniqueness implication was included in 13 of the 299 cases. As 
Figure 18 reveals, the uniqueness implication was identified in 12 of the cases including 
deception per se cases and in one of the cases involving other internal commission evidence. 
Levene’s test for equality of variances revealed no significant difference in the variances 
between the two groups. Thus, the equal variance t was used to test this hypothesis. Based 
upon the data, H4(e) was not supported. The results imply that there is no significant difference 
in the FTC’s identification of the uniqueness implication in cases involving deception per se 
versus cases including other internal commission evidence. However, in the interpretation of 
these results, the implications of the small number of observation (13) cannot be ignored.
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Figure 18





Deception per se ) Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Uniqueness Implication
# of cases 12 1 13
% of cases 4.74% 2.17%
F-value (Levene’s) 2.578





The seventh hypothesis regarding implied advertising claims relates to the reasonable basis
implication, and is as follows:
H4(f) The reasonable basis implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f  
internal commission evidence.
Data regarding the reasonable basis implication were analyzed in order to test this hypothesis. 
Also, cases involving internal commission evidence were grouped into cases involving deception 
per se and cases including other internal commission evidence. According to the data, the 
reasonable basis implication was the most common implication to be identified. The reasonable 
basis implication was included in 78.6% of the 299 decisions analyzed. As Figure 19 presents,
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the reasonable basis implication was identified in 206 of the 253 cases involving deception per 
se. Levene’s test for equality of variances revealed a significant difference between the 
variances of cases including deception per se and cases involving other internal commission 
evidence. Hence, the unequal variance t test was used to test this hypothesis. Based upon the 
data, H4(f) was supported. These results imply that the FTC will identify the reasonable basis 
implication in cases involving deception per se more frequently than in cases including other 
types of internal commission evidence. The commonality of this implication in FTC decisions 
should clearly convey to marketers the need to substantiate all advertising claims with 
appropriate evidence. Additional implications of these results regarding the reasonable basis 
implication will be discussed in the next chapter.
Figure 19




Evidence (No Deception 
perse  )
Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Reasonable Basis
# of cases 206 29 235
% of cases 81.4% 63%
F-value (Levene’s) 19.493




level of significance p < .05
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The eighth hypothesis relating to the dimension of implied advertising claims includes the no 
qualification implication. That is:
H4(g) The no qualification implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f 
internal commission evidence.
Under the type of implication category, the data regarding the no qualification implication were 
analyzed. The internal commission evidence category was grouped into two dimensions: cases 
involving deception per se and cases including other internal commission evidence. According 
to the data, the no qualification implication was included in 116 of the 299 cases. As Figure 20 
reveals, deception per se was present in 114 of the 116 cases involving the no qualification 
implication. Based upon the data, H4(g) was supported. The results imply that the FTC is more 
likely to identify the no qualification implication in cases involving deception per se than in 
cases including other forms of internal commission evidence in its allegations against 
advertisers. The no qualification connection was the second most-often cited implication. 
Marketers should clearly and conspicuously disclose any relevant and/or material information 
relating to the product that may affect the decision-making of the reasonable consumer.
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Figure 20
Results of Analysis of the No Qualification Implication and Internal Commission Evidence
Deception per se
(coded: 0, 2)
Other Internal Evidence 
(No Deception per se ) Total
Total cases 253 46 299
No Qualification
# of cases 114 2 116
% of cases 45.1% 4.35%
F-value (Levene’s) 889.117




level of significance p < .001
The ninth hypothesis regarding implied advertising claims is related to the significance
implication, and is as follows:
H4(h) The significance implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC decisions 
including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f internal 
commission evidence.
The data regarding the significance implication were analyzed in order to test this hypothesis. 
The internal commission evidence category was divided into two independent groups: cases 
involving deception per se and cases including other internal commission evidence. 
Accordingly, the significance implication was included in only 4 of the 299 cases. As Figure 21
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reveals, deception per se was present in all four cases involving the significance implication. 
Levene’s test for equality of variances revealed that there was no significant difference between 
the two groups regarding the significance implication. Hence, the equal variances t test was used 
to test this hypothesis. Based upon the data, H4(h) was not supported. There is not a significant 
difference between cases involving deception per se and cases including internal commission 
evidence in relation to the significance implication. Furthermore, the significance implication 
was not included in a sufficient number of cases to gain any meaningful perspective from the 
data. According to the data, the FTC relies upon the significance implication in less than 1.5% 
(4 out o f299) of decisions rendered.
Figure 21
Results of Analysis of the Significance Implication and Internal Commission Evidence
Deception per se
(coded: 0, 2)
Other Internal Evidence 
(No Deception per se ) Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Significance Implication
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The tenth hypothesis regarding implied advertising includes the social concerns implication. 
That is:
H4(i) The social concerns implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC 
decisions including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f 
internal commission evidence.
In order to test this hypothesis, the data regarding the social concerns implication were analyzed. 
As in the testing procedure for each of the hypotheses in the implied claim category, the internal 
commission evidence category was divided into two independent samples. According to the 
data, the social concerns implication was included in 34 of the 299 cases. As Figure 22 reveals, 
deception per se was present in all 34 of the cases involving the social concerns implication. 
Levene’s test for equality of variances indicated a significant difference in the variances of the 
two groups -  cases involving deception per se and cases involving other internal commission 
evidence. Thereby, the unequal variances t test was used to test this hypothesis. Based upon the 
data, H4(i) was supported. It is worthwhile to note that the FTC relied upon deception per se in 
100% of the cases involving the social concerns implication. The results indicate that there is a 
significance difference regarding the social concerns implication in relation to cases involving 
deception per se and cases including internal commission evidence.
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Figure 22
Results of Analysis of the Social Concerns Implication
and Internal Commission Evidence
Deception per se
(coded: 0,2)
Other Internal Evidence 
(No Deception per se ) Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Social Concerns Implication
# of cases 34 0 34
% of cases 13.4%
F-value (Levene’s) 39.763




level of significance p < .001
The final hypothesis examines implied advertising claims that involve third party implication 
and, is as follows:
H4(j) The third party implication will be identified more frequently in the FTC decisions 
including deception per se than in FTC decisions involving other forms o f internal 
commission evidence.
In order to test this hypothesis, the data regarding the third party implication were analyzed. The 
internal commission evidence category was grouped into two independent samples. According 
to the data, the third party implication was included in 97 of the 299 cases. As Figure 23 reveals, 
93 of the third party implication cases involved deception per se. Levene’s test reveals a
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significance difference between the variances of the two independent groups; hence, the unequal 
variance t test was used to test this hypothesis. Based upon the data, H4(j) was supported. The 
results imply that in cases where the third party implication is present, there is a significant 
difference between cases involving deception per se and cases including internal commission 
evidence.
Figure 23
Results of Analysis of the Third Partv Implication and Internal Commission Evidence
Deception per se
(coded: 0,2)
Other Internal Evidence 
(No Deception per se ) Total
Total cases 253 46 299
Third Party Implication








level of significance 










The category of regulatory predictability is divided into three areas: (1) the type of FTC order 
and implied claims; (2) the type of advertising media and FTC order; and (3) the type of industry
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and the FTC orders. The purpose of the hypotheses included in this category is to gain insight 
regarding the types, frequency, and relationships of FTC orders.
The Type FTC Order and Implied Claims
The first hypothesis included under the category of regulatory predictability analyzes the 
types of implied claims and the types of FTC orders. That is:
H5: The FTC will issue severe orders more frequently in cases where multiple implied 
claims are identified by the FTC than in cases where only one implied claim is cited 
by the FTC.
Two categories of data were analyzed in order to test this hypothesis: the type of FTC order and 
the type of implied advertising claim. Under the type of FTC order category, the data regarding 
all eight types of FTC orders were analyzed. The calculated measure “multiple orders” was 
created based on the eight variables included in the type of order category. Calculated measures 
reflect the researcher’s analytical needs specific to the particular content analysis (Davis 1997). 
Two types of orders are common in almost all FTC decisions: cease and desist and record 
keeping. Cease and desist orders occur in 100% of the decisions rendered, and record keeping 
requirements (either three-year or five year) exist in 97% of the 299 cases analyzed. However, in 
171 cases, the FTC issued multiple orders. Multiple orders cause advertisers to be placed under 
additional and more severe requirements, such as consumer redress and customer correction 
letters.
Under the type of implication category, the data regarding all eleven types of implications 
were analyzed. The calculated measure “multiple implications” was created based on the eleven 
variables included in the type of implication category. According to the data, 214 cases include
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multiple implications, while 85 cases involve only one implied claim. Multiple orders were 
present in 135 of the 214 cases involving multiple implications, and the remaining 36 multiple 
order cases contained only one implied claim. Figure 24 displays the results of the Independent- 
Samples t Test regarding multiple orders as a common variable for cases involving multiple 
implications versus cases including only one implication. Levene’s test for equality of variances 
indicated no significant difference between the variances of the two independent samples — cases 
involving multiple implications and cases involving one implied claim. Hence, the equal 
variances t test was used to test this hypothesis. Based upon the data, H5 was supported. The 
results imply that the FTC is more likely to issue multiple orders in cases where multiple 
implications are present than in cases involving only one implication. Multiple orders, such as 
consumer redress, corrective advertising, and customer correction letters, result in more severe 
requirements for the advertiser. Marketers should be aware of the types of implications the FTC 
relies upon, in order to reduce the types of potential implied claims in their advertising 
representations.
Figure 24
Results of Analysis of the Type of FTC Order and Implied Advertising Claims
Multiple Implied 
Claims
One Implied Claim Total
Total cases 214 85 299
Multiple Orders
# of cases 135 36 171
% of cases 63.1% 42.4%
F-value (Levene’s) 2.356




level of significance p < .005
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Type o f Advertising Media and FTC Order
The second hypothesis relating to regulatory predictability analyzes the type of advertising 
media and the type of FTC order, and is as follows:
H6: The FTC will issue multiple orders more frequently in cases where print advertising 
media is involved than in cases where non-print advertising media exists.
Two categories of data were analyzed in order to test this hypothesis: the type of FTC order and 
the type of advertising media. Under the type of FTC order category, the data regarding the 
calculated measure, multiple orders, were analyzed. Pursuant to the type of advertising media 
category, the data regarding print advertising media were analyzed. Based on the media 
category, two independent samples were formed -  cases involving print media (235) and cases 
not including print media (64). According to the data, multiple orders existed in 171 of the 299 
cases. As Figure 25 reveals, 126 cases involving multiple orders included print media. Levene’s 
test indicated a significant difference between the two groups -  cases involving print media and 
cases involving other media. Therefore, the unequal variances t test was used tot test this 
hypothesis. Based upon the data, H6 was not supported. The results are significant but are in the 
opposite direction of that theorized. That is, the results imply that the FTC is more likely to issue 
multiple orders in cases involving non-print advertising media, than in cases including print 
advertising media.
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Figure 25
Results of Analysis of the Type of FTC Order and Advertising Media
Print Media
(coded: 0,1) Non-print media
Total
Total cases 235 64 299
Multiple Orders
# of cases 126 45 171
% of cases 53.6% 70.3%
F-value (Levene’s) 25.667




level of significance p < .05 N.S.
Type of Industry and FTC Order
This study suggests that the severity of the FTC order will vary according the type of industry 
involved. The first hypothesis included in this area examines the consumer safety industry. That 
is:
H7(a): The FTC will issue multiple orders more frequently in cases involving consumer 
safety products than in cases involving non-consumer safety products (consumer 
healthcare and other products).
To test these hypotheses, responses to two categories - type of industry and type of FTC order - 
were analyzed. The type of industry category was grouped into two independent samples in 
order to test this hypothesis: cases involving the consumer safety industry (12) and cases
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included in the non-consumer-safety industry (287) (consumer healthcare and other). Figure 26 
reveals the results of the tests regarding the type o f industry and the type of order rendered.
Levene’s test for equality of variances revealed a significant difference between the 
variances of these two industry groups. Therefore, the unequal variance t test was employed to 
test this hypothesis. Based upon the data, H7(a) was supported. The results indicate that there is 
a significant difference between the consumer safety industry and the non-consumer-safety 
industry with regard to the FTC’s issuance of multiple orders. Only twelve of the 299 cases 
involved consumer safety products. However, as Figure 28 reveals, that multiple orders occurred 
in 100% of the cases involving consumer safety products, as opposed to 61% of cases involving 
healthcare products and 47.5% of cases involving other products.
Figure 26








Total cases 12 287 299
Multiple Orders
# of cases 12 159 171
% of cases 100% 55.4%
F-value (Levene’s) 1009.741




level of significance p < .001
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The second hypothesis regarding the area o f type o f industry and type o f  FTC order is as
follows:
H7(b): The FTC will issue multiple orders more frequently in cases involving consumer 
healthcare products than in cases involving other products (non-consumer 
healthcare and non- consumer safety).
In order to test this hypothesis, data regarding the created variable multiple orders were analyzed. 
Also, the type of industry category was grouped into two independent samples: cases involving 
the consumer healthcare industry (165) and cases including other products (122) (non-healthcare 
and non-safety). As presented in Figure 27, 101 multiple orders were included in the consumer 
healthcare industry. Levene’s test revealed a significant difference between the two industry 
groups. Hence, the unequal variances t test was used to test this hypothesis. According to the 
data H7(b) was supported. The results imply that there is a significant difference between the 
consumer healthcare industry and the other products industries with regard to the FTC’s issuance 
of multiple orders. Figure 27








Total cases 165 122 287
Multiple Orders
# of cases 101 58 159
% of cases 61.2% 47.5%
F-value (Levene’s) 5.603




level of significance p < .05
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In summary of the analysis of regulatory predictability, as shown in Figure 28, orders of 
consumer redress occur more than twice as often when consumer safety products are involved 
than for non-consumer safety products. Orders of customer correction letters are employed six 
times as often when consumer safety products are involved, than when non-consumer safety 
products are involved. Lastly, other orders occur 1.6 times as often when consumer safety 
products are involved than when non-consumer safety products are involved.
Figure 28
Frequency Results of Analysis of FTC Orders and Industry Category








Total Cases 165 .1?______________ 122 299
Multiple Orders
# of cases 101 12 58 171
% of cases 61.2% 100% 47.5%
Corrective Advert.
# of cases 3 0 4 7
% of cases 1.8% 0 3.3%
Consume Redress
# ofcases 26 4 15 45
% of cases 15.8% 33.3% 12.3%
Disclosure Order
# of cases 84 6 46 136
% of cases 50.1% 50% 37.7%
Correction Letter
# of cases 15 7 8 30
% of cases 9.1% 58.3% 6.6%
Other Orders
# of cases 26 3 13 42
% of cases 15.8% 25% 10.7%
Based upon the findings presented in this chapter, conclusions will be drawn in Chapter 5. In 
addition, limitations of the study and suggestions for future research will also be presented.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
There is nothing so practical as a good theory.
- Kurt Lewin
Chapter Five provides a summary of the results of the hypotheses testing, and discusses the 
implications of the results. This chapter also includes a discussion of the contributions of this 
research, limitations, and suggestions for future research.
IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS
In order to answer the six research questions proposed by this study, three categories of 
hypothesis were developed: (1) evidence of deception, (2) implied advertising claims, and (3) 
regulatory predictability. Figure 29 provides a recap of the results of all nineteen of the 
hypotheses tested in this study. Discussions of the implications and summaries of results are 
then presented according to each of the three categories listed above.
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Figure 29
Recap of Research Findings for Hypotheses 1 through 7
H Characteristic Proposition Result |
Evidence of Deception
1(a) FTC internal/external FTC external evidence more frequent than Not supported
evidence internal evidence
1(b) FTC consumer/non-consumer FTC non-consumer evidence more frequent than Not supported
evidence consumer evidence
2(a) Respondent internal / external Respondent external evidence more frequent than Not supported
evidence internal evidence
2(b) Respondent consumer / non­ Respondent consumer evidence more frequent Not supported
consumer evidence than non-consumer evidence
Implied Advertising Claims
3 Expansion implication & Expansion implication more frequent in Supported at p < .001
Industry consumer healthcare industry
4(a) Expansion implication & Expansion implication more frequent in Not supported
evidence deception per se cases
4(b) Demonstration implication & Demonstration implication more frequent in Not supported
evidence deception per se cases
4(c) Inconspicuous qualification Inconspicuous qualification more frequent in Not supported
& evidence deception per se cases
4(d) Inconspicuous context & Inconspicuous context more frequent in deception Not supported
evidence per se cases
4(e) Uniqueness implication & Uniqueness implication more frequent in Not supported
evidence deception per se cases
4(f) Reasonable basis & evidence Reasonable basis implication more frequent in Supported at p < .05
deception per se cases
4(g) No qualification & evidence No qualification implication more frequent in Supported at p < .001
deception per se cases
4(h) Significance implication & Significance implication more frequent in Not supported
evidence deception per se cases
4(i) Social concerns & evidence Social concerns implication more frequent in Supported at p < .001
deception per se cases
4(j) Third party & evidence Third party implication more frequent in Supported at p < .001
deception per se cases
Regulatory Predictability
5 FTC order and implied Severe orders more frequent in cases with Supported at p < .005
claims multiple implied claims
6 Advertising media and FTC Severe orders more frequent in cases involving Not supported
order print advertising media
7(a) FTC order and consumer Severe orders more frequent in consumer safety Supported at p < .001
safety industry products industry
7(b) FTC order and consumer Severe orders more frequent in consumer Supported at p < .05
healthcare industry healthcare industry than other products
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Evidence of Deception
The first category of hypotheses examines data related to internal and external evidence 
presented by both the FTC and the respondent. Figure 30 presents the results of the four 
hypotheses included in this category.
Figure 30
Research Findings for Hypotheses 1 and 2
H Characteristic Proposition Result
1(a) FTC internal/external 
evidence
FTC external evidence more 




FTC non-consumer evidence 
more frequent than consumer 
evidence
Not supported
2(a) Respondent internal / 
external evidence
Respondent external evidence 
more frequent than internal 
evidence
Not supported
2(b) Respondent consumer /
non-consumer
evidence
Respondent consumer evidence 
more frequent than non­
consumer evidence
Not supported
Each of the four hypotheses in this category examines types of evidence presented in FTC 
decisions rendered from 1990 through 1998. The evidence of deception category was designed 
to answer the first two research questions proposed in Chapter 2: (1) What types of evidence 
does the Commission use to prove deception in FTC decisions rendered, and (2) What types of 
evidence do respondents offer as defense against FTC allegations. Analysis of the data revealed 
two categories of FTC decisions: consent agreements and final orders. In consent agreements, 
the advertiser agrees to abide by the FTC’s administrative findings and orders, but does not 
admit guilt. In essence, the advertiser agrees with the FTC’s findings. Hence, external evidence 
is usually not applicable to this type of decision. In decisions classified as final orders, the
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advertiser does not agree with the FTC’s findings. Therefore, in decisions classified as final 
orders, external evidence is usually presented by both the FTC and the advertiser. Even though 
the four hypotheses were not supported, the evidence of deception category reveals some of the 
most surprising findings of this research. According to the data, the vast majority (97%) of the 
decisions rendered by the FTC were classified as consent agreements. This indicates that, in 
alleged violations filed against advertisers, 97% of the respondents agree to the FTC’s orders 
without offering any type of defense. While only 9 of the 299 cases involved decisions that were 
classified as final orders, the frequency of internal versus external evidence, as well as, the 
frequency of consumer versus non-consumer evidence cannot be tested to confirm the 
significance of the results. This category provides opportunities for additional research 
regarding the reasons that advertisers are choosing not to defend against FTC litigation.
Implied Advertising Claims
The second category of hypotheses analyzes the types of implications identified in the FTC 
decisions rendered. There are two dimensions to this category. H3 examines the frequency of 
the expansion implication in relation to the type of industry. H4(a) through H4(j) analyze the 
frequency of each of the ten implications developed in the literature (Preston 1977) in regard to 
the type of internal evidence (Brandt and Preston 1977) presented by the FTC. Figure 31 
portrays the results of testing each of the hypotheses included in this category. The implied 
advertising claims category was developed to answer the third research question proposed by this 
study: What types of methodology does the FTC use most often in the interpretation of implied 
advertising claims.
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Figure 31
Research Findings for Hypotheses 3 and 4
H Characteristic Proposition Result
3 Expansion implication and 
industry category
Expansion implication more frequent in 
consumer healthcare industry
Supported at p < .001
4(a) Expansion implication and 
commission evidence
Expansion implication more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Not supported
4(b) Demonstration implication and 
commission evidence
Demonstration implication more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Not supported
4(c) Inconspicuous qualification and 
commission evidence
Inconspicuous qualification more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Not supported
4(d) Inconspicuous context and 
commission evidence
Inconspicuous context more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Not supported
4(e) Uniqueness implication and 
commission evidence
Uniqueness implication more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Not supported
4(f) Reasonable basis and commission 
evidence
Reasonable basis implication more frequent 
in deception per se cases
Supported at p < .05
4(g) No qualification and commission 
evidence
No qualification implication more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Supported at p < .001
4(h) Significance implication and 
commission evidence
Significance implication more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Not supported
4(0 Social concerns and commission 
evidence
Social concerns implication more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Supported at p < .001
4(j) Third party and commission 
evidence
Third party implication more frequent in 
deception per se cases
Supported at p < .001
According to the data, the expansion implication was identified in 33% of the cases involving 
the consumer healthcare industry, as opposed to, 13% of the cases involving other, non­
healthcare products. H3 was supported at p < .001. The research results indicate that the FTC is 
more likely to identify the expansion implication in cases where the consumer healthcare 
industry is involved than in cases where other, non-consumer healthcare products are included. 
Marketers of consumer healthcare products should be aware of the tendency for consumers to
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desire expanded benefits from these types of products. The desire to receive expanded benefits 
may cause consumers, and consequently the FTC, to identify implications of benefits that expand 
beyond the literal meanings of the representations. Marketers of consumer healthcare products 
should also be cautious to design advertisements so as not to imply expanded benefits in their 
representations.
H4(a) through H4(j) rely on a typology of implications (Preston 1977) and the evidence of 
deception categories (Brandt and Preston 1977) in order to examine the frequency of each type 
of implied claim. An analysis of the data reveals that deception per se is the most popular form 
of internal commission evidence relied upon by the FTC in decisions rendered from 1990 
through 1998, indicating that the FTC’s authority remains broad. For purposes of this study, 
deception per se refers to the FTC’s reliance on its own expertise and intuitive analyses. Other 
internal commission evidence includes explicit false representations, commission precedents and 
court precedents. This group of hypotheses was developed to examine the frequency of each 
type of implication in regard to the type of internal commission evidence presented. The FTC’s 
ability to rely on its own expertise and intuitive reasoning (deception per se) reflects the 
extensiveness of the Commission’s authority.
Regarding H4(a), the expansion implication was identified in 26% of the cases involving 
deception per se, and in 15% of the cases associated with other forms of internal commission 
evidence. While not statistically significant, the results indicate that the expansion implication is 
identified more frequently in decisions involving deception per se than in decisions including 
other forms of internal commission evidence.
According to the data, five of the ten types of implications resulted in less than 30 
observations each. Specifically, these five implications are: (H4(b)) the demonstration
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implication (6 cases); (H4(c)) the inconspicuous qualification (4 cases); (H4(d)) the 
inconspicuous context (13 cases); (H4(e)) the uniqueness implication (13 cases); and (H4(h)) the 
significance implication (4 cases). The limited number of observations restricts the implications 
that can be derived from testing these hypotheses. Considering that the observations for these 
types of claims ranged from 4 cases (1.3%) to a maximum of 13 cases (4.3%), the most notable 
implication may be that these types of implied advertising claims are not an issue of material 
concern for advertisers. The typology of implications was developed in 1977. Due to changes in 
advertising methodology since that time, a goal of this research is to identify potential changes in 
the types of implications identified by the FTC.
The reasonable basis implication (H4(f)) was observed in 235 (78%) of the decisions 
rendered; hence, this type of implied claim should clearly be considered significant to 
advertisers. H4(f) was supported at p < .05, and the test results imply that the reasonable basis 
implication is identified more frequently in cases involving deception per se than in cases 
including other forms of commission evidence. The reasonable basis implication refers to the 
FTC’s substantiation requirements for representations made by advertisers. Advertising claims 
must be substantiated by “competent and reliable scientific evidence” (Federal Trade 
Commission Act). The definition of competent and reliable scientific evidence varies according 
to industry characteristics. In general, as evidence of substantiation, the FTC requires research, 
studies, tests, analyses, or any other type of evidence to be based upon independent professional 
expertise. In addition, an analysis of the data indicates that the reasonable basis implication is by 
far the most common type of implication to be identified by the FTC.
The no qualification implication (H4(g)), was identified in 116 (38.8%) of the 299 cases 
analyzed. H4(g) was supported at p < .001, and the test results imply that the no qualification
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implication is present more often in cases involving deception per se than in cases including 
other forms of internal commission evidence. The no qualification implication refers to the 
FTC’s requirements that advertisers disclose all relevant and/or material information that may 
affect the decision-making of the reasonable consumer. The no qualification implication was the 
second most common type of implication to be identified by the FTC. One of the seven types of 
FTC orders in this study is the disclosure order which an FTC mandated requirement of 
disclosure placed on an advertiser. To avoid litigation, advertisers should clearly and 
conspicuously disclose any relevant and/or material information associated with a product’s 
attributes that may affect the decision-making of the reasonable consumer.
While the social concerns implication (H4(i)) was identified in only 34 cases, the test results 
suggest that a significant difference exists between cases involving deception per se and cases 
including other forms of commission evidence regarding this type of implied claim. The social 
concerns implication refers to advertising representations that imply the existence of some type 
of societal benefit, such as environmental protection. All 34 of the cases in which this claim 
was identified, involved deception per se. Although the social concerns implication was 
identified in only 34 cases (11.4%), its relevance should not be overlooked. Societal values 
concerning environmental protection have not waned, and hence, the FTC’s scrutiny of such 
issues remains relevant.
The last hypothesis (H4(j)) in this category analyzes the frequency of the third party 
implication. According to the data, H4(j) was supported at p < .001, and 93 of the 97 cases 
involving the third party implication also included deception per se. With 97 observations, the 
third party implication is the third most common implication to be identified in the FTC 
decisions rendered between 1990 and 1998. The third party implication refers to endorsements
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and/or testimonials given by independent individuals or organizations on behalf of the advertiser. 
Advertisers get into trouble in several ways in regard to this area. Two such examples include: 
making representations that imply independence, when in fact, independence on behalf of the 
endorser does not exist and/or implying an endorsement by an authenticating organization, when 
in fact, the product has not been endorsed by said organization.
This study includes a category of “other” implications. According to the data, there were 50 
observations of other types of implications that failed to meet the criteria of the existing 
categories included in Preston’s (1977) typology of implications. An analysis of each of the 
observations found in the other implications category, led to a discovery of a recurring type of 
implied claim. For purposes of this study, the author refers to these types of claims as 
superiority claims. Superiority claims refer to representations made by advertisers that imply 
product attributes are superior to other products. While similar to the uniqueness claim 
identified in the literature (Preston 1977), superiority claims use comparative techniques that 
imply higher performance/product attributes, as opposed to, representations of individuality 
(uniqueness). Figure 32 presents a typology of implications developed that are based upon the 
findings of this research. These implications are listed in the typology according to their 
frequency of observations, implying relevance. Types of implied advertising claims that were 
observed in less than 5% of the 299 cases are considered not material and are excluded in this 
typology. The development of an updated typology of implied claims with practical application 
potential was one of the goals of this research.
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Figure 32
Typology of Relevant Implications According to Research Findings
Implication Description Frequency
Reasonable Basis Implied possession of competent and reliable 
scientific evidence to support claims
78.6%; (235 cases)
No Qualification Qualifying information is omitted; failure to 
disclose
38.8%: (116 cases)
Third Party Implied endorsement and/or testimonial that 
is false
32.4%; (97 cases)
Expansion False expansion of benefits implied 24.4%; (73 cases)
Superiority False implication of superior benefits 14.7%; (44 cases)




The final category of hypotheses examines factors related to FTC orders. The three 
dimensions of this category are: (1) the type of FTC order and implied advertising claims, (2) the 
type of advertising media and FTC orders, and (3) the type of industry and FTC orders. Figure 
33 details the results of the hypotheses testing in this category.
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Figure 33
Research Findings for Hypotheses 5 through 7
H Characteristic Proposition Result
5 FTC order and implied 
claims
Severe orders more frequent in cases 
with multiple implied claims
Supported at p < .005
6 Advertising media and 
FTC order
Severe orders more frequent in cases 
involving print advertising media
Not supported
7(a) FTC order and consumer 
safety industry
Severe orders more frequent in 
consumer safety products industry
Supported at p < .001
7(b) FTC order and consumer 
healthcare industry
Severe orders more frequent in 
consumer healthcare industry than 
other products
Supported at p < .05
The Type of FTC Order and Implied Advertising Claims
This dimension of the regulatory predictability category was designed to answer the study’s 
fourth research question: Is there a relationship between the type of implied claim identified and 
the type of FTC order rendered. H5 examines the frequency of FTC orders in relation to cases 
involving multiple implications. This hypothesis was supported at p < .005 which implies that 
the FTC is more likely to issue multiple orders in cases involving multiple implications, as 
opposed to cases including only one implication. Multiple orders result in more severe penalties 
and/or restrictions for advertisers, such as: consumer redress; customer correction letters; 
disclosure orders; and/or corrective advertising. In order to limit their potential exposure to 
multiple orders, marketers should be knowledgeable and employ caution so as not to make 
representations involving the types of implications frequently identified by the FTC.
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Type of Advertising Media and Type of FTC Order
H6 examines the frequency of multiple orders regarding print, as opposed to non-print, 
advertising media. This category was developed to test the fifth research question in the study: 
Is there a relationship between the type of advertising media involved and the type of FTC order. 
According to the findings, this hypothesis was not supported. The results were significant, but in 
the opposite direction of that theorized. This finding indicates that the FTC is more likely to 
issue multiple orders in cases that involve non-print advertising media than in cases involving 
print advertising media. Specifically, multiple orders were issued in 70% of the cases involving 
non-print advertising media, as compared to, 54% of the cases in which print media was present. 
The area concerning the frequency of FTC orders in relation to the types of advertising media 
holds potential for future research.
Type of Industry and FTC Order
This dimension of regulatory predictability examines the frequency of multiple orders in 
relation to the type of industry involved. The last research question in this study: Is there a 
relationship between the type of industry involved and the type of FTC order, is addressed by the 
two hypotheses in this dimension. H7(a) analyzes multiple orders in relation to the consumer 
safety industry. Only 12 cases were identified as consumer safety products, but multiple orders 
were issued in 100% of these cases. This hypothesis was supported at p < .001. The low 
number of observations demands caution in the interpretation of the results. However, 100% of 
the cases that belonged to the consumer safety industry contained multiple orders, in contrast to 
55% of the cases found in non-consumer safety industries. The low number of observations
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notwithstanding, the significance of the results implies that advertisers of products included in 
the consumer safety industry receive more severe penalties in FTC actions.
The final hypothesis of this study analyzed the frequency of multiple FTC orders in the 
consumer healthcare industry versus the other products industry. Multiple orders were issued in 
61.2% of the cases included in consumer healthcare. Whereas, only 47.5% of cases included in 
the other products category involved multiple orders. This hypothesis was supported at p < .05, 
indicating that the FTC is more likely to issue severe orders in cases that involve consumer 
healthcare products than in cases including other products (non-healthcare and non-safety).
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE STUDY
The study of regulation in advertising has implications for marketing managers, public policy 
makers, behavioral researchers, and consumers. Ambiguity in the FTC’s guidelines regarding 
deception in advertising continues to impede advertisers in their ability to reduce the possibility 
of potentially deceptive advertising claims (Owen and Plyler 1991; Preston 1992; Davis 1994). A 
review of the marketing literature reveals that research regarding deceptive advertising has been 
narrowly focused. That is, studies in this area have included only one or two dimensions 
involving deceptive advertising. This research addresses the apparent gap in the literature by 
analyzing multiple dimensions and by examining the most recent FTC decisions rendered from 
1990 through 1998. Through a comprehensive analysis of 299 FTC decisions, this study 
provides insight into: (1) the frequency of evidence presented by the FTC and the respondent; (2) 
the number and types of implications identified by the FTC; and (3) the frequency of multiple 
FTC orders in relation to type of evidence, type of advertising media, and type of industry.
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An insightful contribution regarding evidence of deception is the overwhelming presence of 
consent orders in which advertisers agree to the FTC’s findings and orders without offering any 
type of defense. The FTC’s reliance on deception per se yields insight into the extensiveness of 
the FTC’s authority. An analysis of implied claims reveals that five of the ten claims developed 
in the literature were identified in less than 5% of the FTC decisions rendered from 1990 through 
1998. A new type of implied claim, the superiority implication, was discovered through an 
examination of the data. Based on the research findings, an updated typology of relevant 
implications was presented (Figure 32). This updated typology of implications includes the 
types of implied claims deemed most relevant by frequency testing.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The data analyzed in this study were derived from the administrative decisions published in 
volumes of Federal Trade Commission Decisions from 1990 through 1998. FTC decisions 
appealed in federal court are not included in this study. A mitigating factor to this limitation is 
that in general, only final orders are subject to appeal. Therefore, only nine of the 299 cases 
included in this analysis were subject to appeal. A second limitation of this study is that the data 
only include cases decided from 1990 through 1998. Due to the delay in publication, cases 
decided more recently are not yet available for analysis.
In addition, while most of the coding concepts were able to be observed in an objective 
manner, the type of implication concepts required intuitive reasoning on behalf of the judges. In 
order to insure the highest possible level of reliability, a pretest was conducted. Following the 
pretest, more in-depth definitions and categorical criteria were developed to assist in reducing 
ambiguity and subjective reasoning.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
One suggestion for future research is associated with the area of regulatory predictability. 
The examination of FTC orders in regard to specific types of implications may provide 
additional insight into circumstances wherein the FTC will issue more severe orders. The data in 
this study support the hypothesis that multiple orders are more frequent in cases that involve 
multiple implications. However, the identification of implication types, as they relate to specific 
FTC orders, was not explored in this study. Secondly, in this particular area, the examination of 
FTC orders in relation to the each type of advertising media may provide clarity concerning the 
FTC’s issuance of severe orders. In addition, further analysis of one of the most costly FTC 
orders, consumer redress, may provide support for advertisers in the prevention of this particular 
order. The research findings identified the presence of consumer redress orders in 45 of the 
cases analyzed.
A final potential suggestion for future research applies to the evidence of deception category. 
According to the data analyzed in this study, the vast majority of advertisers sign consent 
agreements, offering no defense against FTC litigation. Understanding this phenomenon could 
lead to increased awareness about perceptual issues of the FTC as an authoritative body. That is, 
do advertisers perceive that it is too costly to defend against litigation, or is it that the FTC’s 
authority is perceived to be so complete that offering a defense is considered moot?
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EXHIBIT 1 - Classification Scheme 
Contributions to the Literature -  by Category
Table A -FT C  Case Studies
Year Author(s) Publication Contribution / Major Findings
1974 Cohen Journal of Marketing The unfairness doctrine & FTC legislation; A 
discussion of relevant decisions (1970-1974); The 
identification of five criteria for determining unfairness.
Wilkes & Wilcox Journal of Marketing Substantiation & FTC regulation; A discussion of 
recent relevant decisions and recent FTC policies; The 
development of six suggested procedures for the firm.
1977 Brandt & Preston Journal of Marketing The increase in the FTC’s use of evidence to determine 
deception; An analysis of FTC cases from 1914 to 1973 
to determine the type of evidence used by the FTC 
(3,337 cases analyzed); Trend analyses is used.
Preston Journal of Business 
Research
The FTC & implied claims including puffery; 
Development of a typology of ten types of implied 
claims that have been deemed deceptive by the FTC 
(cases 1970-1976).
1980 Cohen Journal of Marketing The FTC’s substantiation program, A review of relevant 
cases involving substantiation issues (cases: 1970-1979) 
and suggestions for managerial policies are offered.
1981 Rotfeld & Preston Journal of Advertising 
Research
Research & advertising law: puffery; A discussion of 
cases involving puffery (through 1979); A discussion of 
the increased use of behavioral empirical evidence.
1991 Owen & Plyler Journal of Public Policy 
& Marketing
The role of empirical evidence in regulating 
advertising; A discussion of FTC case precedents, and 
the proper use of extrinsic evidence to aid in FTC 
interpretation of advertising claims.
1992 Preston Journal of Public Policv 
& Marketing
A discussion of erroneous evidence introduced in FTC 
Cases (FTC case-oriented); Content analysis is reported 
on evidence introduced; (cases 1970-1991).
1995 Jacoby & 
Szybillo
Journal of Public Policv 
& Marketing
A discussion of consumer research in the FTC v. Kraft 
case; a review of principal surveys offered & their flaws
Stewart Journal of Public Policv 
& Marketing
Deception, materiality, & survey research: Kraft case:
A response to a review by Jacoby & Syzbillo; examines 
the Kraft materiality survey.
Sudman Journal of Public Policv 
& Marketing




Journal of Public Policv 
& Marketing
Advertising research issues from FTC v. Stouffer 
Foods; Use of extrinsic evidence offered by the FTC.
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Contributions to the Literature -  by Category
Table B -  FTC Policy Regarding Deception in Advertising
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Year Author(s) Publication Contribution / Major Findings
1964 Millstein Columbia Law Review A comprehensive discussion of definitions, the FTC’s role 
in advertising, and illustrative cases.
1986 Ford & Calfee Journal of Marketing A discussion of the FTC’s 1983 policy statement on the 
meaning of deception, the FTC’s 1980 policy statement on 
unfairness, and the role of consumer research.
1990 Hyman International Journal of 
Advertising
A discussion of proposed definitions of deception in 
advertising and the past literature regarding definitions of 
deception; including a discussion of the FTC’s policies and 
definitions regarding deception.
1992 Richards & 
Preston
Journal of Public 
Policv & Marketing
Proving & Disproving Materiality (FTC); A discussion of 
the FTC’s concept of materiality
1995 Preston Journal of Public 
Policv & Marketing
A discussion of the implications of the FTC’s 1994 Policy 
Statement on Advertising, the FTC unfairness doctrine, and 
FTC policy development regarding unfairness.
Simonson Journal of Public 
Policv & Marketing
A discussion of the structural evolution of “unfairness” law / 
policy, the FTC Act Amendments of 1994, and the 
implications for public policy and marketing.
1998 Abernethy & 
Franke
Journal of Public 
Policv & Marketing
Advertisements contain significantly fewer objective 
information claims during a period of strict advertising 
regulation by the FTC / reduced amount of advertising 
information available in times of strict regulation
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EXHIBIT 1 -  Classification Scheme
Contributions to the Literature -  by Category
Table C - Assessing Deception in Advertising
Year Author(s) Publication Contribution / Major Findings
1969 Gelhom Kansas Law Review A discussion of the FTC’s capability to protect 
consumers and the problem of proof of consumer 
deception in FTC false advertising cases.
1975 Gardner Journal of Marketing A discussion offering a conceptual approach to 
understanding, categorizing and measuring deception; 
including suggestions of research approaches to aid in 




MSU Business Topics A discussion of a general procedure that can assist in 
reducing confusion and controversy surrounding the 
issue of detecting deception in advertising.
1977 Harris Journal of Applied 
Psychology
A methodology for testing consumers’ interpretations of 
advertisements is developed and used to test 
understanding of implied claims; includes ramifications 
for information processing, consumer education and the 
empirical determination of deceptive advertising.
1985 Granert & Dedler Journal of Public Policv 
and Marketing
Two criteria for a procedure to detect misleading 
advertising are derived; current concepts for detecting 
misleading advertising are reviewed; and the misleading 
components approach is presented as a solution.
1994 Davis The Journal of 
Consumer Affairs
A discussion of the relative influence of four factors on 
decision making regarding advertising content, and 
ways to detect and reduce the incidence of advertising 
deception are provided.
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EXHIBIT 1 -  Classification Scheme
Contributions to the Literature -  by Category
Table D -  Consumer Behavior and Deceptive Advertising
Year Author(s) Publication Contribution / Major Findings
1969 Cohen Journal of Marketing A discussion of FTC policy, the criteria underlying the 
regulatory environment, and the protection of the 
consumer. The FTC is criticized for relying on 
“economic man” instead of “behavioral man” in its 
policy setting.
1978 Olson & Dover Journal of Marketing 
Research
Cognitive Effects of Deceptive Adv. (51 women 
sample)
1987 Gaeth & Heath Journal of Consumer 
Research
Misleading Adv. / Cognitive Processing: In Young & 
Old Adults
1993 Preston & 
Richards
American Business Law 
Journal
Consumer Belief in FTC and Lanham Act Cases; Belief 
needs to be incorporated into FTC methods
1995 Johar Journal of Marketing 
Research
A discussion of consumer involvement, deception, and 
implied claims; including an experimental examination 
of consumer involvement, the detection of deception, 
and a proposed measurement of deception.
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Contributions to the Literature -  by Category
Table E - Consequences of Deceptive Advertising
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Year Author(s) Publication Contribution / Major Findings
1973 Dillon Journal of Advertising 
Research
Why Deceptive Ads are Not Advantageous
1981 Shimp & Preston Journal of Marketing Consequences of Evaluative Advertising
1999 Attas Journal of Business 
Ethics
What is Wrong with Deceptive Advertising?
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EXHIBIT 1 -  Classification Scheme
Contributions to the Literature -  by Category
Table F -  Corrective Advertising
Year Author(s) Publication Contribution / Major Findings
1973 Hunt Journal of Advertising 
Research
Effects of Corrective Advertising
1974 Dyer & Kuehl Journal of Advertising The Corrective Advertising Remedy
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h i  ’ I j
97. D em ert&  D ougherty, Inc. (Docket C-3456) 2 I 6 9 1 7 1 3 L U i
L _ ] 11 [ jj
98. Nationwide Industries, Inc. (Docket C-3457) 2 I !
.
L _ I 6_ 9_ I L 6_ L J L _ ] L 3 L J L j
L L _ r L _ l _ _ _ ] L___ j
9 9 ~ Michael S. Levey, e t al. (Docket C-3459) 2 L L _ E Z 2 r r To~ L L ~3~ 4 T ~2~ L _ I m _|i
L L__ i t L _ L U I j L__
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J 7^ other loc evic! - lTC or en ed - F:es| 7 = 10 qu alif c; tio nr 6= ”3 yea ec ad keep8=J 0 ler doc evic - kes >• 7 = ott ler con su ner - 8 = ng lit Da lCi : >' "b yea ec DT<Ik aei
or en ed -F TC 9 = iOCia cc nc en IS 8=ot ler
id = [hi ■d Da ty
____ _ _ ___ _ ___ _ _,_ L _ — __ — __ __ LU ith IL _ _ - J _ _ ___ L _ - — _ __ __ — _ — — _ ------
— L“ 1
— ---- 1— „ — i— [__i— — — — — l 1
— — — — ~i — —
L n
1
— —1— — — _ — — — — !_ — ------
101. Gisela E. Flick (Docket C-3464) 2 1 5 6 7 10 4 7 2 1 1
102. Jam es  L. McElhaney, M.D. (Docket C-3465) 2 1 5 6 7 10 1 4 7 2 1 1
103. The Texwlpe C om pany (Docket C-3466) 2 6 9 1 6 1 3 1
104. G.C. Thorsen, Inc. (Docket C-3467) 2 6 9 10 B 3 1
105. G racew ood Fruit Com pany (Docket C-3470) 2 6 10 / 1 1
106. OS RAM SYLVANIA Inc. (Docket C-3471) 2 3 9 1 4 1 3 1
107. Revlon, Inc., e t al. (Docket 9231) 2 6 1 4 6 1 1
108. Nutrl/System, Inc. (Docket C-3474) 2 4 6 7 10 11 1 4 6 8 2 4 1 1
109. Diet Center, Inc. (Docket C-3475) 2 4 6 7 10 1 4 6 8 1 1
110. Physicians W eight L oss C en ters 2 4 6 7 10 1 4 6 8 1 1
of America, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3476)
1 9 9 4  D ec is io n s
I
111. White C astle System , Inc. (Docket C-3477) 2 6 9 1 7 1 3 1
112. Redm ond Prods, Inc., e t  al. (Docket C-3479) 2 6 9 1 7 3 1
113. Presto  Food P roducts, Inc. (Docket C-3480) 1 1 1 e 2 1 1 I
114. The Hairbow Co., e t al. (Docket C-3482) 2 1 7 3 6 3 1
115. H om espun Prods, Inc., e t  al. (Docket C-3483) 2 7 3 6 1 3 1
116. S andcastle  C reations, e t al. (Docket C-3484) 2 7 1 3 6 1 3 1
117. New Mexico C ustom  D esigns, Inc., e t  al. 2 1 7 1 3 6 1 3 1
(Docket C-3485)
118. Mr. Coffee, Inc. (Docket C-3486) 2 6 7 9 1 7 1 3 1
119. Mace Security Intem at, Inc., e t al. 2 L , ___!___, i __i __,fT L, L L 1 5 7 8 1 2 1
(Docket C-3487) P
_—ii _ i d _L_ □
1207 Nu Skin Intem tnl, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3489) 2 L i [ i LL L Ej ___i11 1 3 5 7 1 1
u I J l _
1217 Archer D aniels Midland Co. (Docket C-3492) 2 li__1
ZZj
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T
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or en ed -F TC 9 0( ia cc nc en is 8= Ot ler j —ff[hird la ty J Z l
____ ___!___ ___ _ L _ __ __ _ LU rth w _ L L— — L _ L— _ —L — _ — —i— _ = S = ] a----------- Lq
- 1Z — — — 21 _ — — L _ — □ — — — — — — — — — — — — — =1 ——
_ ■— I------ ------ J
=
3
122. Del Dotto E n terprises, Inc., e t  ai. 2 6 7 10 1 4 7 2 3 ] 1 n
(Docket 9257) J [i
123. Unocal C orporation , e t  al. (Docket C-3493) 2 6 8 11 1 5 6 1 2 3 ] 1 ji
J i
124. Svnchronai C orp. e t  al. (Docket 9251) * 2 1 6 7 10 1 4 6 2 j 1 ji
(Amended Com plaint) J ___ j
] j
125. Orkin Exterm inating Co., Inc. (Docket C-3495) 2 6 9 1 7 1 3 J 1 i
I i
126. Sam ick Music C orporation  (Docket C-3496) 1 11 1 3 6 1 3 JL Z ] j
J i
127. Sonic  T echnology P roducts  Inc., e t al. 2 6 1 6 1 3 ] lZ j
(Docket 9252) L _ i j
[ j
128. Vein C lines o f Amer., Inc., e ta l. 2 5 6 1 1 1 1 L Z ij
(Docket C-3501) j
129. N issan Motor Corp. in U.S.A. (Docket C-3502) 2 7 1 4 6 4 3 jlZ i
[ ji
130. A m erica's Favorite Chicken Co. 2 6 7 1 1 1 L Z j
(Docket C-3504) [ it
131. L epage's, Inc.. e t al. (Docket C-3506) 2 6 7 1 4 1 3 |L Z j
[ ij
132. Oak Hill Industries  Corp., e t  al. 2 6 7 1 4 1 3 |L Z j
(Docket C-3507) [ jj
133. AJM Packaging Corp., e t al. (Docket C-3508) 2 6 7 9 1 1 3 |L Z j
jj
134. Mia R ose  P rods, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3509) 2 6 11 1 1 3 IL Z j
[ j
135. Wyatt Mktg C orporation, Inc. (Docket C-3510) 2 6 7 1 4 2 3 IL Z Ii
L_ _ j
136. Jam es  R. W yatt (Docket C-3511) 2 6 7 1 3 4 2 3 IL Z j
L_ _ j
137. Keyes F ibre C om pany (Docket C-3512) 2 6 7 9 1 4 1 3 |L Z j
L_ _ ij
138. Lifestyle Fascination , Inc., e t al. 2 1 6 10 1 4 6 5 3 L Z I
(Docket C-3513) [ j
139. Am oco C hem ical Co., e t  al. (Docket C-3514) 2 6 7 9 1 6 1 3 L Z j
L_ _ ji
140. Hawthorne C om m unicatns, Inc. (Docket 9264) 2 6 10 1 / 2 3 |L Z j[ jj
141. Beverly Hills W eight L oss Clinics 2 L _ l _ 6_ 7_ 10 11 LL 4_ 6_ 8 LL_ 2 4_ _ L_L L Z j
International, Inc. (Docket C-3515) L L__ L _ l _ _ [ ___ j
L L _ L _ lZ [ j
1427 D octors Medical W eight Loss 2 L L _ E r i0~ LL E tr IT I n I T r I L Z L Z I
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5= e>peri te s :imqny -Re sp. : foe us gro up -F I C 5 = ini iu sn<!SS 5= CUstor le cc irr<!Ct or 5 = ma lin 3s he ilth & safe
6= re spo ten te; tir non^ 1 ot ter cor su ner - 6 = et so ia >le be Si! I itter 6 = Yel M Pi ig**
7= ofher doc evid - “TC on en ed -F lesp = 10 3d alif ca tio nr Tj "3 yea
a, ec sd keep
8* other foe evic - ^es 3. : ot ler cor su ner - 8 = iifl Tifi :a ICC- 7= "5 yea a. ed arc k ie|
or en ed -F TC 9 = IOCia cc nc en IS Ot ler L _. ......
1( = (hi d oa ty
---- L_——__ _ _ ___,__ 11 = ith sr” i___,_ —---, — - —iq _ -- ,~ _ _ __ lG---- ------------ Ln— — ——— — —_ —,— g J — — 1—-— — — —--- — — —1— J _ --1— ——_ --- [G
143. Q uick W eight L oss C enters, Inc., e t al. 2 6 7 10 1 4 6 8 1 2 4 1 lG
(Texas) (Docket C-3517) [ i
144. Quick W eight L oss C enters, Inc., e t al. 2 6 7 10 4 6 8 1 2 4 1 LG_1(Georgia) (Docket C-3518) _| [
145. E ggland 's Best, Inc. (Docket C-3520) 2 5 6 7 1 2 4 7 1 2 4 1 LG
146. A m erican Institute of Habit C ontrol, Inc., et al. 2 6 10 1 6 1 1 LG(Docket C-3522)
_j
147. North Amer. P lastics  Corp. (Docket C-3526) 2 6 9 1 6 1 n 3 1
146. Stouffer Foods C orporation (Docket 9250) 1 2 4 5 2 3 6 7 3 6 1 4 1 2 |
149. L&S R esearch  Corp., e t al. (Docket C-3534I 2 5 6 10 11 1 3 4 7 1 1 1
:
150. BPI Environm ental, I n c . (Docket C-3535) 2 6 9 1 6 1 : 3 1
L_|
151. A m erican Body A rm or & Equip, Inc. 2 6 10 1 3 5 6 8 1 2 lG
(Docket C-3539)
[
152. Scherlng  C orporation (Docket 9232) 1 4 5 2 4 6 1 4 6 1 4 6 1 2 4 1 [ 2 I
[
153. H ayes M icrocom puter P roducts , Inc.
... 1
6 1 7 1 3 L J L
(Docket C-3543)
[ _ 1
154. C hem opharm  Lab.. Inc. (Docket C-3545) 2 6 9 1 7 1 3 L J L
1 9 9 5  D e c i s i o n s I[
155. The A m erican Tobacco Co. (Docket C-3547) 2 6 1 7 1 1 L _ L
156. Creative Aerosal Corp. (Docket C-3548) 2 6 7 9 1 4 7 1 3 lGI
157. RN Nutrition, e t al. (Docket C-3549) 2 | 6 10 11 1 7 1 1 lG
Hi
158. Bee-Sweet, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3550) 2 t r 1 6 1 5 6 1 1 lG
159. O lsen Labs, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3556) 2 5 6 7 10 1 4 7 2 1 [g
[i _ __




L □ jr V T0~ j §2
_
_l 1 11I _iLG LG
(Docket C-3560) ir u [_ G _]
--- _] _I
Jji J G L_ Ij i Q J j _] z j J _i[ I [161. G oraveb Sem inars. Inc.. e t al. 1 G 1 __
_
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Category D im ensions 1= expl bit false 1=comm precedn' i J d :tioilary def "itr s-F TC 1=J cor - t ;stii ly-F esp 1 = iXf ar sic n i= ce ase ar dc es ISt 1 = pm 1 = lealtt care 1=iA
clai ns 2=court recednt 2=l tr ide iter pturJ FTC 2 s co tesi •f tes >• 2 = ter 10 1st rai 01 2= cc te c IV ! a dv se 2 = rv 2=c ons. lafe 2 = f t  i
2=dece >tion 3=1 tn ide iter btU^ ! * ResP- 3 5 COW\
Ui
tes; - f TC 3 = 1C >nkpibu DU! q ja I 3= CO1SU m Irr 5dres 'f 3 = tnt' !irJ3t 3=1 rther L l
per le 4= e>per tes îmonY- F ■c 4 ifoc qrc j p -R isp 4 = 1C )n ipipu IU! c pntext 4 =d sclc su e prr er rd 4 =
rac 0 (no i-con iume L_1
' 5= e) per tes timdny -Hi sp. 5 8 for ;u; grc up - F C s = ini iu in;r 5=
cu stor lei c< m ct on 5 ms 3s ilth & safe; E i
re spo ben te^ tin iom 6 8 ot ler cor su ner - 6 = ed so ia bid bi SI! I itter a  = Yell P; igi s L l
7= other loc evid ■TC or en ed - i lesp 7 = 10 slif a tiomr 6= "3 yea r ec id k<ep
8= other doc evid *es p. 7 8 ot ter con su ner - 8 *ig lifi :a "b yea ec H k ®l
or en ed -F TC 9 = IOCia cc nc enis 8=1ot ler
1C = thi ■a >a ty
------ l i _ — __ ___ __ ___1 L _ ___ _ __ __ ___ H i = d d _ _ L_j — pd =d — — _ ___ — =1
_ ___ ------
-— (Docket C-3561)
Lt i — — —
— i— — i L _ — —|n
— L L
1
— ~1 n — — — —
777 [ _ — — — — — ----
[ _ 1
162. Louis B ass, Inc. (Docket C-3562) 1 6 1 7 1 3 |T 1
L___I
163. Abovo, In c . , e ta l .  (Docket C-3563) 1 6 1 7 1 2 3
i i
164. Ninzu, Inc., e t aL. (Docket C-3566) 2 6 10 1 7 1 2 3 lH
165. Forum -3 Intem atnl., Inc. e ta l .  (DocketC-3568) 2 6 7 1 4 6 8 1 l3 j
L___,
166. Taleigh Corporation, e t al. (Docket C-3587) 2 4 5 6 7 10 1 4 7 8 1 2 4 L L
167. Gateway Educational P roducts , Ltd., e t  al. 2 6 10 1 7 1 2 4 3 L U
(Docket C-3581)
■
168. Haagen-Dazs Com pany, Inc. (Docket C-3582) 1 11 1 6 1 L L
l _
169. David G reen, MD (Docket C-3589) " 1 6 1 6 1 L L
170. European Body C oncpt. Inc. e t al. 2 6 7 10 1 4 7 1 2 4 1 LU
(Docket C-3590) L__
171. Mattel, Inc. (Docket C-3591) 2 6 9 1 7 1 3 LJL
172. Orchid Technology (Docket C-3574) 2 6 10 1 7 1 3 LU
1
173. New Bal. Athletic Shoes, Inc. (Docket 92681 1 11 1 7 1 2 3 [ 2 1
[
174. The Eskim o Pie C orporation (Docket C-3597) 2 7 10 1 4 7 1 4 1 LJL
L__
175. Natl. Dietary R esearch , Inc., e t al. 2 6 10 1 3 7 1 1 LJL
(Docket 9263) L__
176, N ature's Bounty, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3593) 2 1 6 1 3 7 1 LJL
L__
177. IHI C linics, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3595) 2 6 10 1 6 1 1 L L
178. Original Mktg, Inc., e t al. (Docket C-3596) 2 1 6 10 1 3 7 8 1 LU
L___
179. Alpine Industries, Inc., e t  al. IDocket C-3614) 2 1 6 1 5 7 1 3 LJL
L___
180. Quantum  E lectronics Corp., e t  al. 2 L_ .1 6_ ] L 7_ LJL _ 3 LJL
(Docket C-3615) L L_ jL _ 1 11 _ l lZ L___
L 1 L ]L _ ___1 [ _ l L___
1817 Arizona Institute o f R eproductive Med., Ltd. 1 [ L _ (T I L l I L T L L _]t n LJL
(Docket C-3616) 1 L_ l _ ! _ l
1827 Body W ise International, Inc. (Docket C-3617) I 2 L_ i__ L_ T r T IE
___j
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2= co rrec :ivr i a TVclai ns 2=court precednt FTC = i ler no ist rat ior"iter; iture - se
3= i jtherl i e  jrtigj cc tsui ne - redr ss2=dece test - 1 :TCResiter; rturr r -
ru e  crc e r id radioan; ipi aioui c >nl exttesiimc iumegrt up 
grcup
nc
lings henlth & safe]-Re sp. storiei c< m  ret on maTiibwi ini! ea so ia  ate Tas sn 6T=6 = other co rsu  tier
alifcstionr yea ■" i ec od keepother - Res;doc orien noevic yeafjecdjxTcseiother doc cor su ner
-FTC otl terorien
183. Live-Lee Productions, Inc. e t al.
(Docket C-3620)
184. J . W alter T hom pson  USA, Inc.
(Docket C-3622)
185. Third Option L aboratories (Docket C-3628)
186. Blenheim Expositions, Inc. (Docket C-3633)
Jo h n so n  & Jo h n so n  C ons Prod., Inc.
(Docket C-3636)
BBDO W orldwide, Inc. (Docket C-36371
189. G enetus Alexandria, Inc. e t  al.
190. Frank A. Latronlca, J r ., e t  al. (Docket C-3640)
191. WLAR Co., e t al. (Docket C-3641)
192. Good News P roducts , Inc. (Docket C-3642)
193. The Dannon C om pany, Inc. (Docket C-3643)
Mama T lsh 's Italian Specialties, Inc.
(Docket C-3644)
195. Safe B rands Corp., e t al. (Docket C-3647)
196. Azrak-Hamway Internt, Inc., e t  al.
(Docket C-3653)
1977 Starw ood A dvertsng. Inc., e t  al.
198. AMOCO Oil C om pany  (Docket C-36S5)
199. Mrs. Field 's C ookies, Inc. (Docket C-3657)
200. B encklser C onsm r P rods., Inc.
(Docket C-36S9)
201. N.W. Ayer & Son , Inc. (Docket C-3660)
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C ategory D im ensions 1= expl cit false 1=comm precedni l J dictioilary deftnti s-F t c 1 = COI . t pstirno ly-F esf i! ‘i = iSXf ar SICn Ii 1=ce ase ar d ctes ISt 1 = pm t 1= lealtl care  ] 1=i PAjj
ciai n s 2=court i recednt 2i tr ade iter atun 5- FTC 2 COpy test - i?esi ). | 2 = iler ho bsi ral tor j 2sice rrec IV<i s iv se 2 - rv 2=Cons. safe |12 = m
2=dece ption tr ade iter atur i - Res iP* 3 COpy test -1 FTC j 3 = nc an spi :u au! q ja f. i 3s CCnsu ne r r :dl es 3 = Int, SITet 3= jther I[___ p
per 41 e1cper tes timany - F rc 4 : fO< U! ffrc up -R asp 1 4
= nc bn fepisu 3U: c )n1ext i 4 *d sclo su e >rc er id 4 = rac 0 (no l-cor sume |[___ j
5^ e: peri tes time ny -Rs sp. 5 = fOCU! grc w> - F rc 1 5 = ijni qu 9mJS! j 5= CLstor iei c<•m ct or 5 = ma iir as he alth &safe] i
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